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A Message from The Dean
Dear Aiumni and Friends,
丁his is a rema「kabie time at the Henry M. Goldman Schooi of DentaI Medicine. I am so
Pieased to share that on September 15′ 2016′ the Boston University Board of lTustees
approved amending the Boston University Medical Campus Institutionai Master Pian
to inciude the expansion and renovation ofthe Henry M. Goldman SchooI of Dental
Medicine (丁he Lawrence 」" and Anne Cable Rubenstein BuiIding) at 100 East Newton
Street as a Proposed Institutional Project. Having now successfuliy compieted the
Conceptuai and Schematic designs′ the first two phases of a 3-Phase process, We
initiated the finai phase of Design Deveiopment on November 22, 20「6 for a significant
expansion and improvement of our fac冊y.
Achieving this miiestone is the result of years of due d帖gence and hard work from staff,
facuIty′ and alumni who have been integr訓y invo一ved in our pIaming efforts. in fact, this
renovation and expansion project is the direct outcome of a mu-t主year App-ied Strategic
Planning process′ Which identified the Schoo一′s priorities, Alumni were invoIved in the
PrOCeSS at eVery SteP Of the way, and the GSDM Aiumni Association Board served as
your co=ective voice,
We are now readyto takethe next step in accomplishingthis major project, The name
and reputation ofthe Henry M. Goidman Schooi of Dentai Medicine is known throughout
the worid thanks to the accompiishments of our alumn川owever, just as important
arethe names ofour aiumni who l hope w冊e visib-y disp-ayed throughout our newiy
expanded and renovated space. Like most dental schoo-s having rece皿y compIeted
SuCCeSSfui capitai projects, We iookto alumni to partnerwith us as we continue our
Piaming process,
i am thinking specificaiiy of the opportunity to name an operatory (Patient巾eatment
Room)"丁his is where we truIy leamed the science and the art ofdentistry, lt is where we
first began to serve patients and receive the satisfaction of he-ping an individuai in need
Ofdental treatment and oral heaithcare・ lt is a-sothe pIace where we leamed to work
together with our dentai coiieagues in the profession that we worked so hard to join,
What if′ aS a reSident orstudent′ yOu SaWthe name ofa-umni everytime you were in
that Patient巾eatment Room? it wouid serve as an exampie of someone coming before
you who had made that samejoumey, These names wouid rep「esent individuals who are
SuCCeSSfui and interested in giving back, buiiding a direct iink to the education offuture
dentists and our feilow graduates.
丁here w用be other ways to support this criticai project and have you「 name represented.
Howeve自can thinkof no other physicaI space in a denta- schoo冊at so represents the
heart and formation ofa dentist morethan that one p-ace where you spent so much time
during your education. We wouid like every class, eVery nationa時y every country visibie
SOthatfuture students can seethetrue breadth ofour GSDM community, We Iook
forward to continuing this conversation′ and keeping you updated on this exciting new
Chapter in the history ofour Schooi.
Sincerely,
二二- 〇三
」effrey W. Hutter, DMD, Med
Dean and Spencer N. FrankI
Professor in Dentai Medicine
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A Message from The Alumni President
Dear Feiiow Alumni,
Aswe startthe NewYearand
i refIect upon the Iast yearof
GSDM activity, i am simpiy
amazed at the incredible
talents and shared vaiues ofour
alumn主i have been sofortunate
during my tenure to meet
manyofyou, and hearyour
StOries since you graduated.
This is an excitingtimeto be a
GSDM graduate, and we can
be proud of our aff出ation. We
have now become known as
the dentai schooi to attend
ifyou wantto be digitaily
trained in a seamiess digitai
environment fully prepared for
a changing industry, WhiIe it is
Very different from my schooi
days, it is importantthat we
embrace these changes and
make sure ourstudents are prepared to be ieaders in
the profession,
丁he Group P「actice Modei for clinicai education and
Patient care′ adopted two years ago, has been a great
SuCCeSS,丁his was a major investment by the schooi,
along with phiIanthropic commitment from our aIumni,
Which has resuIted in fa「 greater efficiency of the
Patient lleatment Centers, aS WeII as chair u帥zation,
丁his naturaIly ieads to happier students and improved
Patient care.
WhiIe we continue to focus on constant improvement
Of operations, Patient ca「e, and ciinical education, We
Celebrated a m=estone about our physicai space at this
year′s Alumni Reception during Aiumni Weekend 2O16○
○ur Dean, Dr, 」effrey W, Hutter shared wonderfuI
news to what was the largest group ever to attend
Our reCePtion, On September 15, 2016, the Boston
University Board of巾ustees approved amending the
Boston University MedicaI Campus institutionaI Master
Plan to inciude the expansion and renovation ofthe
Henry M, Goidman Schooi of Dental Medicine at lOO
East Newton Street as a Proposed lnstitutionai Project,
Having successfuily compieted a ConceptuaI and
Schematic design plans, GSDM is now in the process
Of Design Development for a significant expansion and
improvement of our fac冊y,
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Sinc the , i have been approached by manyaIumni
interested in becoming invoived in our project. At some
POint soon, We eXPeCt tO Share news about this. We
know that the proposed newiy expanded and renovated
bu=d ng w川 eatu「e many spaces which traditionaily
are offered as naming opportunities to aIumni. The「e
WiIl be, Ofcou「se, bigspaces such as an auditorium,
CI ssrooms, lobby, and entrances - aiI ofwhich w川be
modern an  exciting, But as students, Our true ’‘home′’
WaSthe operatorywhere we spent so much time and
ieamed so much from our patients and professors.
Individuai alumni (or married coupies) w川have the
Chance to ‘‘name’’one of these new Patient Treatment
R oms in our new space,
=ook fo「ward to speaking with you in the coming year
as these plans unfoid, itwould be wonderfuI to have
the new space be a refIection ofaiI of us. Every day
Students w旧ea「n as theyseethe names and cIass
years of the students before them′ bu冊ng the case for
 iifetime of engagement and support to their school,
PrOfession, and community, it is an important Iesson,
and onethat i am p「oudthattheGSDMalumni doweIi.
GSDM stu en s want you to know how appreciative
they are of your support oftheir intemationai
extemships. Ea  year, SuPPOrt from the DMD Gift
Fund goes to f nd intemationaI travei for these
externships. Last year, Our aiumni heiped send 43
Students broad on what w川truiy be one ofthe most
transformative ex eriences of thei川ves.
丁his has been such a greatyear. l’ve been so fortunate
to attend numerous aiumni receptions as the
repre entat ve fth  GSDM Aiumni Association and
to meet with m ny ofyou in person. l’d like tothank
you, On behaIf ofthe Aiumni Association Board, for
your generosity and strong engagement with our feiiow
aIumni.
Since「eiy′
∴∴-
Bing Liu DScD99 DMDO3
President, Bosto  University Henry M, Goidman
SchooI of DentaI Medicine Aiumni Association
NEW FACES OF THE ALUMN漢BOARD
Dr。 Chandan Advani DMD O4
Dr. Chandan Advani received his DMD from GSDM in
2004, and eamed his undergraduate degree in Human
Bioiogy from the University of Tbronto in Ontario, Canada,
Aftergraduation, Dr. Advani served as the Director of the
Geiger Gibson Community Heaith Center in Dorchester,
Massachusetts, Where he performed his extemship wh=e
at GSDM. Currentiy, Dr. Advani resides and wo「ks in
toronto, Canada, Where he co-OWnS a highiy successfui
mu庸-SPeCiaity practice, Brush Dentai Practice, that has l「
Iocations with fe=ow GSDM alumnus Dr. Naveen Verma.
He and Dr. Verma have also entered into a partnership
With WaImart, Where they have opened Smiie Shapers
Dentai Ciinics insidetheir stores, Dr, Advani is a member
Ofthe American Dental Association, the Massachusetts
Dentai Society, and the Ontario Dental Association,
Where he serves on the generaI counc汁
‘’I would like to take this opportunity to
thank President Bing Liu for putting out the
Offertojoin the Alumni Board. 1t is truiy my
home awayfrom home and l w川always
be grateful to the p「ofessors that imparted
thei「 wisdom and knowiedge to shape the
PerSOn that l am today:’
r, Naveen Verma DMD O4
Dr, Naveen Verma aIso received his DMD from GSDM
in 2004. Before comingto Boston, Dr, Verma attended
he Univers ty of Waterioo in Ontario, Canada′ Where
heeamed both his BAand BS.
After finishing at GSDM, Dr. Verma opened several
ental practices in the greater -foronto area, He also
S rVed as Secretary, Vice-President′ and President
Ofthe Ybrk Region Dentai Society, Ofwhich he is st用
a memb r. Currentiy, Dr. Verma resides and works
in -foronto, Canada, Where he co-OWnS a highiy
SuCCeSSfui muit主speciaity practice, Brush Dental
Practice, that has l「 locations with feiiow GSDM
alumnus Dr, Chandan Advani. He and Dr. Advani have
aiso entered into a partnership with Waimart, Where
they have ope ed Smile Shapers DentaI Ciinics inside
their stores.
’’From the very first day l set foot into
BU De tal Sc oo= knewthat it was the
Place for me. I welcome the opportunity to
dedicate and commit my time and input to
the very o ganization that shaped my career
as l feeI a lifelong connection to my family
at GSDM:’
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A Spectacu看ar New Home
for the Boston University
Henry M, Go音dman SchooI of
Denta看Medicine
On September 15, 2016, the Boston University Board of ltustees approved
amending the Boston University Medicai Campus lnstitutionai Master PIan
to inciude the expansion and renovation ofthe Henry M. Goidman Schooi of
Dentai Medicine (The Lawrence」. and Ame CabIe Rubenstein Buiiding) at100
East Newton Street as a Proposed lnstitutionaI Project. Having successfu=y
COmPieted Conceptuai and Schematic design pIans, GSDM is now in the
PrOCeSS Of Design Deveiopment for a significant expansion and improvement of
itsfacility.
This proposed project w用greatIy improve the educational and patient
experience at GSDM, and w川serve as a symboi of the School’s increasingly
giobal reputation and ambitions. SmithGroup○○R-a Detroit-based firm that is
One Ofthe oidest architecturaI p「actices in the nation-has been contracted to
design the project.
The need for an expanded and improved fac冊y is ciear and compe旧ng,
in 2OO9, under the leadership of Dean 」effrey W. Hutter, GSDM developed a
Strategic pian that ou輔ned a boid vision: tO make the Boston University Henry
M, Goldman Schooi of DentaI Medicine the p「emier institution promoting
exceIience in dentai education, reSearCh, OraI health care, and community
SerVice to improve the overa= heaith of the gIobal popuIation.
丁he pian identified a dramatic訓y improved fac冊y as a criticai d「iver of
SuCCeSS, Schooi and University Ieaders have spent the ensuing seven years
engaging in thoughtfui plaming and dialogue with aiumni, faculty, and
University administrators. A key consideration, in the context of BU’s already
CrOWded MedicaI Campus, WaS identifying the best location for GSDM. After
Carefui expIoration of nume「ous possib冊ies, an eXPanSion of the Schooi’s
Current buiIding has emerged as the cIear best option.
Both Boston University and GSDM have identified this project as a priority
WOrthy of significant investment. in addition, Phiianthropic supporters w用piay
an important part in creating a state-Of-the-art fac冊y,
A Fac晒y That Ref看ects and Accommodates GSDM“s Educationa看Exce11ence
For the SchooI of Dentai Medicine, reCent yearS have been both proud and
PrOductive ones. The Group Practice Modei for cIinicaI education and patient
Care has been a resounding success, in terms of student satisfaction, the
Patient experience, and overali efficiency of the Schooi’s Patient lteatment
Centers,丁Wo years ago, mOreOVer the Schooi aiso began a co=aboration with
Sirona Dental Systems, enabIing it to become the first U.S, dentai school to
transition entirely to seamIess integrated digitai dentistry, As a result, the
Schooi now sets the standard in digitai dentistry-Ciearly, the future of the
PrOfession.
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But imovation ofthis scope and atthis scaie needs adequate
SPaCe, 「もday, GSDM maximizes the resources of its current
bu冊ng, Which is hometo more than 800 students and 300
facuIty言n addition to staff and voiunteers, Some 29,000 patients
receive care on輸Site every year. By almost every measure, the
Cur「ent fac冊y constrains what the GSDM community can
undertake, and so the proposed expansion and renovation w川
essentialiy ’‘right size’’the Schooi’s space.
丁he proposed new construction wiiI aiso do much more. it
W川expand the Schooi′s current buiIdingon its north and east
Sides′ ’‘wrapping’′ it to create substantiaiIy more space without
Significantly expanding the bu冊ng′s footprint" foday, the
Rubenstein Building has 93′OOO gross square feet; the proposed
PrOject w用add 48,000 more′ bringing the space to 141′000
Square feet-With tremendous impiications for訓of its users, At
the same time′ it w川create an attractive newfacade that w用not
Oniy aIiow much more light into the building′ but aisofitwe旧nto
its Boston and Medical Campus neighborhoods,
????????
In the proposed plan-Which w川be used to deveIop a
COmPrehensive project plan for review and approvai by BU and
the City of Boston-the renovated and expanded buiiding w冊
. inciude a bright and spacious newentrance on the corner
Of East Newton and AIbany Streets, giving patients a warm and
Weicoming space to check in for appointments and give the
SchooI a more highly visible presence on Albany Street and within
the South End
. incorporate a new eievator bank intended mainIy for patient
use, making it easier for students, reSidents, facuity, and staff to
move from ciinic to ciassroom and back
" lncrease ciinical space by morethan 60 percent, making
t「eatment environments more comfortabie and fiexible, and
enabIing the Schooi to add physicaI spaces to support both
Students and patients
. ReIocate the SimuIation Leaming Center-a key curricuiar
resource-from across the street (650 Aibany Street) to the third
floor of the Rubenstein BuiIding, and equip it with state-0トthe-art
SimuIators and top-end technoIogies for teaching and leaming
. lncrease overail instructionaI space-both ciassrooms
and labs-by 40 percent, inciuding an entireIy new, 140-Seat
Ciassroom on the first fioor and updated ciassrooms on the third
fioor to support smaii-grOuP ieaming and studying
. Create a student iounge and study area on thefirst fioor, for
the fi「st time giving GSDM students a piace to gather refIect,
and reIax
A B tter Exp rience for the Entire GSDM Community
A I members ofthe GSDM communityw川benefitfrom the
new fac冊y・ For students, a better space w用make the leaming
experience richer and more comfortabie圧W川also compIement
GSDM’s innovative curricuium, and therefore heip ensure that
Students are receiving the best possibie preparation for their
CareerS. For pa i n s, the new space w用boIster the School′s
efforts to offer care and an experience on par with the best dentaI
PraCtices・ For an institution that prides itseif on being patient-
Centered, this is  cri icaiIy important outcome. And fina=y,
f uity and staff w川benefit greatly from improved spaces for
teaching and administrative support, along with a iayout designed
o make interactions with students both easier and mo「e frequent.
GSDM′ aiumni and otherfriends w川be important partners in
this effort,丁here w川be many opportunities for alumni to have
an impact in making this project happen. Ciassrooms, Student
areas, Offices, and Patient lteatment Rooms are aii spaces in
Which we w川dispiaythe names ofdonors in honoroftheir
COmmitment. Every ay, futu「e students and residents, aS Weil
as our patients w川see in these names, the breadth ofourentire
GSDM community. 1tw用serve as a reminderofour mission and
Our VaIue , b th as a profession and a community,
PhiIanthropyw川pIaya key roie in makingthis newfac冊y a
fiexibie′ functionai, and weicoming piace-WOrthy of the Henry M.
Goidman SchooI of Den al Medicine,
lnterior Design Vision: Fi「st FIoor Student Lounge & CoIIaborative Spaces
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Dinne「 with the Hashems
Andre Hashem PROS 90 and Chri§tineしo PROS 92
Upon arriving on a iate September evening
atthe home of Andre and Christine, yOu
SenSe enChantment. ¥匂u are immediateiy
taken by the beauty of the surroundings
and the attention to the creative design
deta=s. From the cIeve川ghting with
Various mood settings in the dining room,
to the originai and commissioned art
Pieces, the net effect is eciectic eiegance.
丁his isthe home ofa famiiy with inspired
aesthetic sensib出ties.
The visuaI excitement of the den, the
‘’ch川-Out’’room for Andre and Christine,
is breathtaking. Limited edition prints,
SuCh as a Vincent Peters- photograph
Of Charlize Theron, reSt COmfortabIy
aiongside Andre’s photograph of an
unusual Covent Garden pub,丁he vibrancy
Ofthe coiors on the painted bIackwaiI
Showcase the beauty of the artwork,
SwiveI ninety degrees and you are greeted
by a contrasting white waii on which
COiorfui books are suspended in ciusters,
and favorite famiIy quotes punctuate the
SPaCeS. There are quotes from famous
Iuminaries iike Henry Ford, Napoieon,
Einstein, Picasso and Steve 」obs. Though
from varied sources, these quotes work
together to create a weil-rOunded picture
Ofthe Hashem famiiy and whattheyfeei is
most important,
丁he favorite famiIy quote that refiects
the Hashems’personaiities and famiiy
Values is from Napoieon∴‘Dress me
SIowiy, i am in a hurry.’′ This refiects one
Of the iessons they teach their chiidren:
nothing is a waste oftime ifyou usethe
experience wiseiy.
The den, designed by Andre, refiects
his beiief that ’‘curiosity and creativity
are far more important than knowiedge.
Nowadays knowIedge is in our pockets
in the form of a mobiie device:’Another
Seif-designed piece is a Lucite and cherry
WOOd table that mixes the organic and
the crude with the modem. Andre is
driven by a desire to create something
new and unique. ‾fo further enhance the
mood ofthe den aretwo Lucite chairs;
encased within the cIear chairs is a print
Of Louis XV styIe uphoIstery. They are a
Stuming mix of innovation and tradition,
juxtaposing classic and modem styies.
丁he piece d  resistance is Andre’s
kitchen - Primariiy for entertaining guests
On Weekends and hoiidays,丁hey have
anothe  famiIy kitchen in the apartment
that is de icated for daiiy use and as
a staging area for muiti-COurSe meaIs.
The equipment in Andre’s kitchen is as
COmP ex as a BU DentaI Schoo=aborato「y,
The un que and unconventionaI equipment
incIudes an immersion circuiator, rOta「y
evaporator, CVap vapor oven; the eciectic
Pan ry includes deIicacies such as home-
made Perigord biack truffle paste, femel
POIlen, SmOked oiive oil, and 」apanese Ayu
fish sauce.
About the Hashems
Andre is a ClinicaI Professor of
Prosthodont cs at the Henry M. Goldman
Schooi of DentaI Medicine. He has been
teaching at the dentaI schooI since 1992.
Christine was an Assistant P「ofessor
Of Prosthodontics for ten years at GSDM
b fore having c iidren,丁ia age 13 and
Dominicagel「 %.Tia is intheseventh
grade att nding Boston Latin Schooi, and
Dominic is in t e sixth grade attending
Brimmer and May SchooI. EarIierthis
year, B ar a maItipoo, WaS added tothe
Hashem ous hoid,
Andre and Christine met at GSDM
WhiIe Christine was interviewing for the
POStdoctoraI prog「am in P「osthodontics in
1989. She was assigned to shadow one of
Andre’s cla smates on her interview day,
and the three of them had lunch together.
Andre and Christine began dating soon
after she started the prosthodontics
PrOgram in 199O, and they were married
SeVen yearS iater,
Curre tly, both Andre and Christine
maintain private dental practices in Boston
and in Cambri ge,
Recipe for Success
Origina=y fr m Maiaysia, Christine
attended boarding schoo=n Engiand
beginning t age tweIve, traVe=ng back
and forth from EngIand to Maiaysia for
the hoIidays.
She completed her dentai training
in the Unjted Kingdom, after which she
WOrked in L ndon and Hong Kong before
COming to the United States in 1990.
Christine has aIways had a iovefor
baking. Her sib=ngs s帥tease her about
h tos of her as a teenage「 reading
COOkbooks. Baking comes naturaily to
Christine as it appeais to her scientific
mind, Comparing baking to cooking,
she feelstheformer is much more ofa
PreCise science. When Christine bakes,
it is pri riIyforTia and Dominic and
OCCaSiona=y for the kids’friends. The
Children’s favorite by far are her speciai
Chocoiate chip cookies. However, When
they entertain guests, Christine’s dessert
repertoire is vastiy more sophisticated,
Andre prefe「s cooking to baking as it
appeals to his creative mind with more
freedom; aS he says, ’’the「e is more
WiggIe room.’’Growing up in Damascus,
Syria, Andre used to heIp his mothe「and
Greek grandmother cook at home, This
influenced his interest in cooking.
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However, it wasn’t untii Andre was
a student at GSDM in Boston that he
ieamed the reai vaiue of cooking and
eatingweii at home二‘’Itwas far more
economicaI compa「ed to dining out, and it
WaS Out Of necessity and not noveIty,’’
Christine and Andre find inspiration
and ideas from their dining experiences
and cookbooks, but rarely foiiow recipes
exactiy, Andre said, ‘′creative cooking is
iike piayingjazz, lf you are improvising
With jazz, yOu know what the chords
SOund likein yourmind, itisthesamewith
COOking. if you are an experienced cook,
you can successfuiiy improvise because
the taste of ingredients is in your head,
not on your tongue" Flavors are a ianguage
that one couid leam,′′
Andre’s first foray into the more
SOPhisticated white-tabie cloth restaurant
WOrld started serendipitousIy. in 1996, he
and Christine met Anthony Ambrose, Who
OWned Ambrosia on Huntington′ One Of
the top new restaurants in Boston at that
time. Anthony was performing a cooking
demonstration in Bioomingdaies at the
Chestnut H川maii.
intrigued to understand what reaiiy
goes on in a haute cuisine kitchen, Andre
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asked Anthony if he couid volunteer on
Friday nights to work as an apprentice,
First, he started working on the appetizers’
Station and was eventuaIIy promoted
to line cook" He learned about cooking
techniques and about the importance
Oftimingand serving in fine dining
restaurants" ′’it is not just about putting a
dish together出S about coordinating the
Whoie tabIe at the same time,′′
Andre’s second foray into the white
tabie cIoth worId was working for Ken
Oringer, the owner of CIio, in the Eiiot
Hotei, Andre attributes much of his
Creativity in cooking to what he ieamed
from Ken back in 2003.
Finding lnspiration
Of course, both Andre and Christine like
to eat out as weil as cook at home, When
traveiing before becoming pa「ents, they
WOuId look for the trendiest Miche=n
Star-rated restaurants. Now traveling as
a familywith Tia and Dominic, they look
for casuai eateries where iocais hang
Out・ ln general, aCCOrding to And「e and
Christine, many high profiie chefs and
restaurants are weary of the troubie and
expense of deaIing with white tabie cioths,
fresh fIow rs and aiways working toward
the next MicheIin star,丁hetrend now in
restaurants is distinctIy casuai,
Creating the Novei and Unexpected
And e has studied and adapted some of
the phiiosophies, teChniques, and ideas of
many m dem chefs, SuCh as Ferran Adria,
Renee Redzepi, Grant Achetz, Andoni
Aduriz, and Christian Pugiisi. ‘’There are
SO many neW Chefs in the worid who have
gained notoriety on a globa=evel that
are changing our preferred paiate,’′ notes
Andre. Fe ran Adria is wideiy considered
One Ofthe most influentiai chefs of
Our time. ′’丁he techniques that Adria
deveioped in h s kitchen and in hisfamous
iab in Barceiona have infIuenced a new
generation of cooks and my perception of
COOking,’′ Andre tries to be imovative with
his own r cipes, marrying science, Culinary
Strategies, and knowiedge, He admits that
aiongth  waythere are manyfailures as
WelI・ it is c ea that Andre does notjust
teii his chii ren that any experience can be
used wiseiy; in cooking he demonstrates
this behaviorforthem through both his
SuCCeSSeS and his failures.
Another emerging trend and interest
f r Andre is foraging for ingredients from
the Charles River Reservation near their
home, ’’Foraging provides us with new
ingredients and a new palate.’’In fact,
dur g the spring, Summer and fali, Andre
has weekend foraging trips aiong the
Charies River with his friend David C「aft,
Who isthe authorofthe popular book,
lIUrban Foraging: Finding and eating wiid
PIants in the city.’’
B n Appetit!
The six-COurS  meai prepared for the
guests that iate September evening was
a tourde force. Each dish was deftiy
Plated′ Creativeiy twisted and inte冊gently
arranged・ Uniikeiy ingredients ranged from
POPCOm tO hay. in addition′ there were
a number offoraged items on the menu,
including bee baim, local biack mulberry,
day用y buds, gOIdenrod, g「Ound-ivy, native
bay leaf, PePPer graSS, PurSiane, W冊
Onion fiower, and white pine.
丁he first course was a popcom soup,
foliowed bya salad made out of romaine
COOked in a sous一Vide at 68 degrees for
18 minutes in m冊that itselfwas infused
With white pine, The next course pIayed
as much with theguests’palates as it
did with their minds, What appeared
to bea biuefin tuna sashimi was in fact
Watermeion thatwas placed in a chamber
VaCuum Seaier unt旧t became transiucent.
“丁hewatermelon is a piay on tuna,
SOmething ou「 guests wouid not expect,’’
SayS Andre.
丁he foIlowing course was saimon
SerVed with vidaiia onion sauce and biack
Korean garlic that was fermented for
three months unt帖t lost its pungency as
it tumed near biack. ThegarIic’s van川a
undertones compiiment a coia reduction
and day旧es, Which taste simiiarto
Onions, AIi this was artfu=y accentuated
With an edible bee baIm decoration, Which
has a fioraI and pepperytaste.
丁he fifth course presented was chicken
that was cooked sous-Vide for 18 hours
at 68 degrees like a confit, SO it remained
moist, A sauce of kimchi and sourcream
With ground-ivy was baianced with
SmOked buttemut squash. Ground-ivy
added a pungent minty character to the
Guests took brief respites between
COurSeS before a pre-dessert course was
SerVed. The course was comprised of a
Van用a yogurt-e CaSed ravioii with mango
juice and coc nut miIk, reminiscent of
the Indian mango lassi, Andre dedicated
thistoailthedentistsatGSDM as he
mentioned that dentists use aiginate
everyday nd are often unaware of its
Cuiin ry ap坤ca ions, Andre expiained
thatthe yogurt is dipped into a sodium
aIginate bath, then itforms a sheiI dueto
the interaction ofthe caicium in the yogurt
With the sodium aiginate, This process
is caiied Reve「se Spherification. 1t was
adapted from the original spherification
PrOCeSS that Ferran Adria and his team
had discovered working with sodium
a ginate.
Lastiy, the guests were served a dessert
that was a coi aborative effort between
Chr st ne’s creative baking and Andre’s
interest in modem and abstract art. A
Cho i e mousse square was served on
a hom made Oreo ‘’fieid’’with croquant,
meringue, rum′ biack muIberry drizzIe
and goidenr d fiower as a stuming
重富¥ ,
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yeiiow accent. lndividuai desserts were
Created o  white s帖cone piacemats in
front of each guest; the visualiy enticing
dessert w s truly part of the experience.
Here, Andre and Christine′s partnership
On a Piat  embodied theirtrue life
PartnerShip, It wastruly a meai and soir6e
to remember,
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Setting Sai漢with the Freds
Fred Sacramone CAS 81 DMD 85 0R丁HO 87 and Dr. Fred Hains
Herman Melv用e once said, ’’there never was a great man yet
Who spent aiI his life inIand.’’Anyonewho has eversmeltthe salt
Ofthe sea, feltthe breeze on theirface, Or ridden the roii ofthe
WaVeS Can atteSt tO its souifui quaIity. Not ail are lucky enough to
experience the bliss that comes with setting saii, but one GSDM
aIumni and facuity member are sha「ing in thei「 good fortune. Drs.
Fred Sacramone and Fred Hains, CO-CaPtains ofthe lntegrity - a
Ciever coincidence as it shares its name with the dentai crown and
bridge materiaI - VOiunteer with Sa冊g Heals, a grOuP that provides
Patients deaIing with a serious川ness or injury, and their caregivers,
a carefree day of saiIing. They took their first group out this summer,
a day they and their guests won’t soon forget.
‘‘i aiways knew that sa冊g did speciai things,’’said Dr. Hains,
’10nCe yOu get Out there, yOu get that sense offreedom and
COmmunity with the environment and the elements, You get that
PeaCefulness that comes from sa冊g.’’
Sa冊g HeaIs, based out of Massachusetts, WaS founded in
2011. The interest from the sa冊g and medicaI communities was
immediate, and since its founding, Sa冊g Heals has completed
more than 150 healing voyages, thanks in large part to the support
Ofthe founders - aS Weil as the support from corporate sponsors
and generous individuai donors who make up 8O percent of Sa冊g
Heals’current funding. CurrentIy, Sa冊g Heals is af帥ated with
Mass Gene「a川ospitai Cancer Center and Boston Ch吊dren’s
Hospitai, aS WeII as other medical fac冊ies Iocated in New Ybrk,
FIorida, and Ca冊omia.
Loc訓y, the organization partners with boats moored in
Portsmouth, Newport, MarbIehead, and Bristol. They host a variety
Of events with different themes, including a pirate themed day for
Children ba軸ng cancer.
Dr. Fred Sacramone, a巾iple lerrier was mento「ed by Dr. Hains
during histime at GSDM, Sincethen, he has opened a highIy
SuCCeSSfui orthodontic practice in Newton, Massachusetts. 1f
that were not enough, his daughter AIicia won a siiver medaI as a
gymnast in the 2OO8 Oiympic Games in Beijing.
Dr. Hains has been affiiiated witll GSDM since the early ’8Os,
and became a formal facuity member in 1994. He is currentiy a
Ciinicai Associate Professor and Course Directo「 in the
Department of GeneraI Dentistry where his focus is treatment
Planning instruction,
丁he duo has owned severaI boats in the past, but purchased
their current boat in 20「2, Docked at New Engiand Boatworks
in Portsmouth, Rhode lsland, the duo sets off on weekend t「ips
religiousiy as iong as the weather permits.
’’If you Iove sa吊ng or have ever been exposed to sa帖ng, it’s a
Whoie mindset, and there’s a whole change in attitude. When you
hit the boat and start sa出ng, it’s Iike you just went on vacation.’’
丁heir 50ft Hanse Yacht sailboat has three state rooms, tWO
heads and can comfortabiy sieep six peopie, lt comes fuily
i always knewthat sailing did
SPeCial things… When we get
On the boat′ the weight ofthe
wo「ld is lifted,
Fred Sacramone and Fred Hains
quipped with a fuii gailey, Wine ceIlar, and even an espresso
machine. Whiie these amenities may make an afternoon seem
iike a vacation, Dr. Hains and Dr. Sacramone oniy care aboutthree
things. ‘’丁he things hat are of importance to me are how weIi
does it saii, howfast does itgo, and what’s the performance. I’m
more interested in, ’can i beat that guy?’’’
丁Wo yea「s ago Dr. Hains ieamed of Saiiing HeaIs through
his dock eighbor who had reguiariy been taking these groups
Sa帖ng. After reaching out and offering his vesseI, the organization
approached him with his firstgroup in 」uiy 2O16.
it was an overcast aftemoon, making for a questionable voyage,
Dr, Hains and three other captains met their groups, With four
Patients and caregivers boarding the Integrity. The fIeet set out
into the Narragansett, and were on the water for over five hours.
None oftheguests had eversaiied before, SO Dr, Hains was
thr用ed to share his passion with them.
’‘Eve「ybody wants to feei what it’s like to have the controIs,
but they’re just afraid they might make a mistake, lf you’re just
nearby, and correct here and there, and then boom they fee冊′’’
Said Dr. Hains, “yOu Can feeI the change in the attitude ofthe boat,
and the excitement of getting itjust right. Harmonics take place,
and if you can appreciate that it′s a wonderfui experience,’’
丁he hig旧ght of the aftemoon was the impromptu race
between Dr. Hains and another boat in theirgroup. Whiletheir
OPPOnent had a heaithy head star, bythe end ofthe daythey
Were nipping attheir heeis. ‘′With a littIe moretime, i wouId’ve
OVertaken him, He′s not convinced of that, but that’s the =fe of
SaiIors.’’
Dr. Hains is natura=y an educatorand a saiIor, and the
OPPOrtunityto marrytwo of his passions was one he couidn’t
PaSS uP. Whiie his passengers certainiy enjoyed their aftemoon,
hegotasmuch outofitastheydid.
’‘I thinkwhat Sa掴ng Heais does is a simpie but marveious
benefit,′’he said, ′‘i know when Fred and l have had a bad week,
When weget on the boatthe weightofthe world is lifted, l couId
See that with these peopIe.’′
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GSDM Shines at AAE Annりal Session
GSDM residents and aIumni had a strong
PreSenCe at the American Association of
Endodontists (AAE) Annuai Session, held
Aprii 6-9, 2016, in San Francisco.
On ApriI 7,2016,atOtai of125aiumni
from GSDM’s endodontic programs, aS
WeIi as their fam出es and friends, attended
a speciai Aiumni Reception,
Dr, Sami Chogle, Director of the
Advanced Speciaity Education Program in
Endodontics, Welcomed aii the attendees
and introduced the 13 current endodontic
residents. Dr. Chogie aiso sincereiy
thanked the aiumni for their continued
SuPPOrt, With a speciai thanks going to
ail ofthe aiumni who heiped donatethe
fund that was used to purchase a Sirona
ORTHOPHOS XG 3D CBCT imaging
machine,
Dr. Mohmaed 」amal Ahmed ENDO 16
WaS reCOgnized atthe 2016 AAE Annual
Session Generai Assembly as a winnerof
an AAE/DENTSPLY Resident Award,
Dr, Peter Morgan ENDO 75 was
instaIIed asthe new President ofthe AAE
Foundation, Which is the phiianthropic
arm of the AAE. The foundation works
to provide resources to address needs
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a d meet challe ges in the fieid of
endodontics.
丁Wo GSDM endodontic residents
deIivered rai presentations:
D , Yousef AinowaiIaty ENDO 17,
‘’infiuence of Surface Coatings on Cutting
Efficiency of NickeI-Titanium Rotary
Endodo tic FiIes in Artificiai CanaIs,’’
a d Mohmaed 」amal Ahmed ENDO
16, ’’Dir cted Differentiation of Human
lnduced Piuripote t Stem CeiIs into
Endo heii I and N urai Crest-Like CeiIs,′’
丁Wo former e dodontic residents
deIiver d a poster presentation together:
Dr, Ashraf Abd-Eimeguid ENDO 14and
Dr. Yarah Beddawi ENDO 13, l10bturation
Of the Accessory Root Canais: A Ciinical
Descriptive Anaiysis.’’
Atthe AAE Amuai Session, Dean
」effrey W. Hutter recognized Dr.
Hongsheng Liu ENDO 12 and Dr.
MichaeI Pauk ENDO 12 for having
fuIfiIIed訓of their requirements to
b come Boa「  Certified speciaiists in
the fieid of Endodontics by ‘′piming’’on
their American Board of Endodontics
(ABE) Diplomate pin duringthe Louis l,
Grossma  American Board of Endodontics
& America  Coilege of Endodontists
induction Ceremony.
′’It is immenseIy gratifying to share what
the progr m has achieved and exciting to
b  abIeto map ourjourneyforward, As
the Director of the Advanced SpeciaIty
Educatio  Program in Endodontics, tO
S e how so many ofthe alumni stepped
up tofund the CBCT machineforthe
Endodontic巾eatment Center, and to
have them requesting to be involved in
the educat on ofour residents has been a
major source f encouragement,′’said Dr,
Chogie,
Orthodontic Aiumni Association
HoIds Reception at AAO
On Mayl, 2016, GSDM’s newIy
estabiished Orthodontic Alumni
Association held its inaugurai reception
atthe Hyatt Regency Oriando during the
American Association of Orthodontists
(AAO) Annual Session, Which took place
in Oriando, FIorida, from Aprii 29 to May
3, 2016・ The reception was hosted by
Dean 」eff「ey W, Hutter and Dr. Lesiie W町
Anthony A. Gianeliy Professor and Chair
Ofthe Department of Orthodontics &
Dentofacia1 0rthopedics,
丁he reception began with brief remarks
by Dr. W町where shetalked about the
CruCiai roie that GSDM’s orthodontic
aiumni w川continue to piay in the future
Ofthe Department of Orthodontics &
DentofaciaI Orthopedics at GSDM, D「,
W川aisothanked ali the aIumni that have
VOiunteered their services in support of
the Orthodontic Aiumni Association as it
COntinues to organize itself.
Dr. W用then introduced the orthodontic
residents who attended the meeting:
Dr. Martha Neely DMD 13 OR丁HO 16′ Dr.
Najia Alrejaye Najiia Airejaye ORTHO 16,
and Dr. Frank Schiano DMD O6 AEGD O7
0R丁HO 18.
’’丁he aIumni reception at the AAO
meeting is always a great time for meto
touch base with aIumni and sharethe
news of our department,′′ said Dr, W帖
’’It’s aiso good for our current residents to
meet aiumni. The aiumni were very happy
to hearwhat we are doingand voiced
theirsupport as we continue to makethe
PrOgram the best it can be.’′
Dean Hutter then briefed the guests
On uPdates pertaining to: the QS World
University Rankings of Dentai SchooIs, the
Group Practice Model, the impiementation
and incorporation of Digital Dentistry
into the ciinicaI education provided to
Predoctorai students and postdoctoraI
residents, and the orai heaIthcare provided
to our patients,
in cIosing′ Dean Hutter praised Dr. W川,
the facuity and the residents for their hard
WOrk, dedication and support, He aiso
echoed Dr. Wi=’s sentiments about the
important roie that GSDM’s orthodontic
aIumni pIay in the ove「訓success
Of the Department of Orthodontics
& Dentofaciai Orthopedics and the
Advanced Speciaity Education P「ogram in
Orthodontics & Dentofaciai Orthopedics,
丁もp十r: Frank Schiano DMD O6 AEGD O7
ORTHO 18, Martha Neely DMD13 ORTHO16,
Hessa Alrejaye ORTHO 2O′ Dean Hutter
Dr"しeslie W紺and Najila Airejaye OR丁HO 16
Bottom, l-r: Dean Hutter, Lakshmi Tha!anki
DMD 98 ORTHO O2 and Vishnu Tha案anki
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OKU Hono「s G「aduates at
Awa「ds Dinne「
GSDM-s Lambda Mu Chapter of Omicron
Kappa Upsi看on National DentaI Honor
Society (OKU) held its ninth annuaI OKU
Awards Dinne「 induction ceremony on
Thursday, May 5, 2016, at the MetcaIf
Trustee Ba旧oom. The induction was
PreSided over by Dr. Stephen Poiins,
GSDM OKU Chapter P「esident and
Professor in the Department of General
Dentistry, and Ms. Catherine Sarkis,
GSDM OKU Chapter Secretary and
Assistant Dean for Admissions.
The following DMD 16 and Advanced
Standing (AS) DMD 16 students were
inducted into OKU: W冊am Andres
Alvarez, Christopher Matthew Balaban,
Sanaa N. Bhimji, Paul Cho, Arie=e Brooke
Curtis, 」essica Finkielsztein, Vincent PauI
Hohreiter Harith Fahem KamiL Mira
Ybussef Albert Khouzam, 」ae Kwak,
Sandip Ladani, Neemi Lama Sherpa,
Luri Lee, Guanghui Ling, Matthew David
Mara, Mary Frances MccIintock, Siddhi
Dhirenbhai Mehta, Aaron Zachary Mertz,
Lindsey Ame Nowiand, Vincent 」oseph
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Raucci, Casey 」eame Smauder and
Angeia Wu.
Students are seiected for this honor
based on their academic achievement,
demonstration of exempiary traits of
Characte「 and potential quaiities of
future professionai growth. TWo faculty
members-Dr. Alexander Bendayan,
ClinicaI Associate Professor in the
Department of Restorative Sciences
& Biomateriais and Mayumi Onoe-
Miyamoto, Clinicai Assistant Professor in
the Department of General Dentistry-
Were also inducted as honorary members
based on their contributions to the
PrOfession,
Dr. PoIins began the induction
CeremOny and delivered remarks to
those in attendance.
’’Each of you is here tonight because
Of the success you have demonstrated,
and by virtue of that success, yOu have
Vaiidated that you possess the criteria
essential fo「 induction into this prestigious
National Denta看Honor Society,’’said Dr,
Po=ns, ’.In addition to scholarship′ yOu
have demonstrated exempiary traits
Of cha acter and qualities for future
PrOfessional growth and attainment
th ough act and deed.’’
Dean 」effrey W, Hutter then delivered
his opening remarks〇一’Each ofyou being
induct d into OKU this evening is to
be commended for your remarkabie
academic chievement.’’He continued,
’’as your Dean, l take personal pride in
your accompiishment and l extend to
each of the 22 student inductees and
the wo faculty ductees my heartfelt
COngratuiations:’
D「. Po=ns, Ms. Sarkis, and Dean Hutter
then p「esented the certificates. The new
members of the Lambda Mu Chapter of
OKU received certificates and a symboiic
key and tole, Signifying their election to
the prestigious Nationai Dentai Honor
Society,
Alumni Come lbgether at AAPD
On Saturday, May, 28, 2O16, alumni from
GSDM’s Advanced Speciaity Education
Program in Pediatric Dentistry came
t gether for a special aiumni reception
at the American Academy of Pediatric
Z
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Dentistry (AAPD) Annual Session in San
Antonio, lexas. The reception, Which was
heid at the G「and Hyatt San Antonio,
was hosted by Professor and Chair of the
Department of Pediatric Dentistry Dr'
Athanasios Zavras.
D「. Zavras led a warm and highly
PrOductive discussion about the
chaiienges o川fe afte「 graduating from
the program.
1t was during the discussion that the
alumni acknowiedged the tremendous
impact that their time in GSDM’s
Advanced Specialty Education Program
in Pediatric Dentistry and Department
of Pediatric Dentistry has had on their
PrOfessionaI and persona川ves.
AEGD Alumni Reception
OverlOO GSDM aIumni and facuity
attended the annuaI Advanced Education
in Generai Dentistry (AEGD) and
Postgraduate Operative and Esthetic
Dentistry (PGOE) Dimer and Continuing
Education Lecture at the Metcalf lTustee
Ba=room in the Questrom Schooi of
Business on Thursday, 」une 16, 2016,
‘’We were very pleased with the
attendance. We have very loyal alumni
Who are appreciative of what the program
has done for them and the opportunities
it has created for them,′’said Dr. 」ohn
Cassis′ Director of the Advanced SpeciaIty
Education Program in GeneraI Dentistry"
丁Wo continuing education lectures
were deIivered by Dr. Ben MiragIia, Who
has been providing lnvisa"gn with a
comprehensive care philosophy for the
last ten years,
AGD Reception
On Friday, 」uIy15, 2O16, GSDM alumni,
family, and friends gathered at the
AIgonquin Club of Boston during the
Academy of Generai Dentistry (AGD)
AnnuaI Session. The reception was hosted
by Dean and Mrs. 」effrey W. Hutter・
60 members ofthe GSDM family
mingied and caught up with their former
Classmates and faculty. Dean Hutter
weicomed the guests back to Boston and
the home of their dental education. ‘’i
would like to thank everyone forjoining
usthis evening. it is always a pieasure
to see and hearaboutthe success ofour
Students:′
The AGD annuai meeting is focused
Above, l-「: Dr. Nicholas Koren AEGD 16, Dr. 」ohn Cassis′ Dr基David Dano AEGD12′
Dr. Natalie Cassis AEGD15, D「. Ryota Kikuchi AEGD O7 DMD 12,
Dr. Austin LeeAEGD 16, and Dr, Lea ELHachem PERiO14
Above, Lr: Peter軸on DMD O8, Sam
Namdarian DMD O5, Arthur Asadorian DMD
82, Monica Gobran DMD O5, Dean Hutter,
Courtney Brady DMD l「, Zhiqiang Huang DMD
O5′ Mahesh Gondi DMD O5′ Charies McQuade
DMD86and B Liu DScD99 DMDO3
Above, 」r: Antonio Rodrigues PROS 86, Stacey
McNamee, 」oseph Areias DMD 84 PERO 86.
AIvaro Gracia PROS 93 DMD 95, Gustavo
Perdomo PROS 85 DMD 99, Ramesh Ka「e
DMD 99, Kumiko Kamachi AEGD 94 PROS97
DMD 99, Leonardo Frydman PROS92 DMD 94
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exclusively on the field ofgeneraI
dentistry. The AGD’s annual meeting
COnSisted offour days of continuing
education for dentists and dentaI team
members, highlighted by clinicai and
PraCtice management iectures, hands-On
COurSeS, and live-Patient demonstrations,
inductees inciuded - FeIiows: Arthur
Asadorian DMD 82′ 」oshua Bratt DMD
「「, Bemhard Bringewaid DMD 11, Peter
Elton DMD O8, Ga情emando DMD Ol,
Monica Gobran DMD O5′ Zhiqiang Huang
DMD O5, Kshitij Kapoor DMD lO, Edward
Suh DMDO2; Sam Namdarian DMDO5;
Masters: Mahesh Gondi DMD O5, Aidini
Maggu冊DMD 91, Helaine Smith DMD
91, Kennethy TiteI DMD 94; LLSR: Charies
McQuade DMD 86,
Re〔ePtion at AmuaI AAP Meeting
On Monday, September 12, 2016, neariy
40 aiumni, SOmegOing backtothe ciass
Of 1966, attended the Periodontics Alumni
Reception during the AAP Annual Meeting
in San Diego, Caiifomia. Dean 」effrey W.
Hutter gave the opening remarks, then
WaS foiiowed by Chair and P「ofessor and
Of the Department of PeriodontoIogy
and Director of the Advanced Speciaity
Education Program in Periodontics, Dr.
Serge Dibart, Dr. Dibart highIighted how
the Periodontics department has grown
OVer the years, incIuding conducting more
research that is ciinicaiIy focused and
has been presented at various meetings
(AAP, AADR/IADR), the successfui
impIantoIogy feIiowships, and the
implementation of DigitaI Dentistry. Dean
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Hutter ended his remarks by emphasizing
th tthe next AAP meetingw川be in
Boston and we hope to see everyone there.
Annuai American Association of Oral
and Maxii〃ofacial Surgeons Meeting
On Wed esd y, September 2l, 2O16′
GSDM aIumni cametogetheratthe
Americ n Association of Oral and
Max用ofaciai Surgeons (AAOMS)
AmuaI eeting heid in Las Vegas,
Nevada' The 98th annual meeting was
heId atthe Mandaiay Bay Convention
Center.
The event was hosted by Dean 」effrey
W, Hutterand Dr. Pushka「 Mehra DMD
95 DMF  99, Professorand Chairofthe
Department of OraI and Max用ofaciai
Surgery. 40 aium i from the OraI and
Max川ofacial Surgery department
gathered at the reception for hors
d-oeuvres and to catch up with their feiiow
a ums a d ormer facuity members.
Endodontil Alumni Association
Hoids 2016 Fall Meeting
The GSDM Endodontic Aiumni
Association heid its FaIi Meeting from
October 5-9 in Boston, Massachusetts.
The Endodontic Aiumni Association
Meetingwas chaired by Dr, iman Labib
DMD96 ENDO Ol.The45th amuai
FalI Meeting kicked off Wednesday
evening with a weIcome dimer and
reception at the HoteI Commonweaith.
Dr, Sami Chogie, Director ofthe
Advanced Specialty Education Program
in Endodontics deIivered the weicome
add「ess.
Thursday’s agenda featured four
PreSentations at the Boston University
Questrom SchooI of Business llustee
B訓room,丁he four presentations were:
′‘Are Ybu Prepared or Wi= Ybu Get
B冊dsided? Guides for Becoming a Great
Endodontist’’by Dr, 」ohn West ENDO
75; ′’Diagnosis and lteatment PIaming’’
by D「. Seymour Meinick ENDO 62; ‘’iV
Sedation and its RoIe in the Current
Endodontic Practice’’by Dr. Robert Sayior
ENDO O4; and ′’Post Endodontic Esthetic
Restorations’′ by Dr, Cami Ferris-Wong
ENDO OO,
Friday foiIowed a simiiar scheduie,
Wi土h Drs, Bryan Beebe ENDO 93, O=ver
Pont us ENDO 97, Bruce Seidberg ENDO
67, and Peter Morgan ENDO 75′ and
PaneI presenting on a variety of topics,
Friday evening was reserved for the
aiways anticipated Endodontic AIumni
As ociation Dinner heid in the ltustee
Baiiroom at the Questrom Schooi of
Business.
Approxim teIy 18O peopie attended
the dimer one of the largest tumouts
ever, The President ofthe Endodontic
Alumni Association Dr. 」uan Save旧DMD
OO ENDO O3, Welcomed thegroup, and
introduced Dean 」effrey W. Hutter to
add「ess the State of the Schooi.
’’This evening, it is my distinct pieasure
to share with ou that the University has
now given i s approvai for us to go forward
in pianning for our new fac冊y,’’
Dr. BingLiu , PresidentoftheGSDM
Alumni Associ ion, WeIcomed the aiumni
and theirfam出es backto Boston and
CO gratu ated the aIumni board for a
Very SuCCeSSfuI Fa= Meeting, Dr. Robert
Ros nkranz ENDO 68, aiso addressed
the aiumni.
丁he 2017 Endodontic Alumni
Association F訓Meetingw川be heid in
Los Gatos, Caiifomia, just south of
San F「ancisco,
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Aiumni Weekend 2016
On Friday, September 3O, 2016, alumni,
facuIty, Staff′ Students, reSidents and
guests gathered at the Four Seasons Hotel
Boston forthe annual Aiumni Reception.
Dean 」effrey W, Hutter welcomed
everyone to what is reportedIy the Iargest
group ever assembied for the Aiumni
Reception,
′‘Each of you: alumni, faculty, Staff,
Students, SPOuSeS, PartnerS, distinguished
guests, and friends are an integral part of
Our Henry M. Goidman Schooi of DentaI
Medicine community, and it means a great
deal to me, aS Dean, tO See Our SchooI
gather once again to ceiebrate a= of our
accomplishments, both past and present,
and gather our momentum as we continue
into the futu「e,’’said Dean Hutte「.
Seven cIasses were represented; 1981,
1986, 1991, 1996, 2001, 2006, and 20「1.
Dean Hutter then shared with the
工t means a great
deal to me, aS Dean,
to see our School
gather once again to
Celebrate aIi of our
accompIishments.
both past and present,
and gathe「 our
momentum as
We COntinue into
the futu「e,
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aiumni the exciting announcement
regarding the proposed expansion and
renovation of GSDM at lOO East Newton
Street. Upon conclusion, he asked Dr.
Bing Liu′ President ofthe GSDM AIumni
Association and Dr. David Lustbader, Chair
Ofthe GSDM Dean’s Advisory Boa「d to
PrOVide remarks.
’’This isthe samelOO East Newton
Street. This is where we met each other
Where we hoid aii those fond memo「ies,
and where our professionaI careers
Started, Forthat I am grateful, and i know
you a「e too,′’said Dr. Liu,
’’Be gratefuI for the careers that we
have,′’said Dr. Lustbader ‘′I thank God
every day for what we do and what we’re
abIetodo,andweareabietodothat
because of Boston University.’’
The aiumni awards were then
PreSented, aS Dr, Christina Thompson
DMD O6 was awarded the Distinguished
Alumni Award for Outstanding Service to
the Community and Dr, 」oseph Caiabrese
DMD 91 AEGD 92 was honored with
the Distinguished AIumni Award for
Outstanding Service to the Community,
School′ and Profession,
in presenting her award, Dean Hutter
acknowiedged that Dr. Thompson received
her Doctor of DentaI Medicine degree
from GSDM in 2006, Where she graduated
magna cum iaude, Dr, Thompson’s
COmmunity service at home and abroad is
Simpiy astonishing, and what ea「ned her
this di tinction,
n 2OO6, She was GSDM’sfirst
DMD studentto be seIected togo on a
humanitarian mission工he oniy student
Chosen out of l「O appiicants, Since then,
he has voiunteered and led six dental
SerVices missions to Nicaragua with the
Northeast Volunteer Optometric Services
to Humanity. ln 2012, Dr,丁hompson began
Organizing and leading humanitarian trips
to Panama, Upon personai request by
th  First Lady f Panama, Dr. Thompson
deveioped a new relationship and
PartnerShip to meet the dire oraI health
needs of the indigenous peopie of Panama,
She has completed five mission trips to
Above, !細r: Erin Hlenski DMD O6, 」essica
Wo「thington DMD O6′ A!exandra Ociepa DMD
O6, Carolyn Dietrich DMD O6 AEGD O7, Ann
Kemps DMD O6, A!exisしevendis DMD O6 and
Orla Baker DMD O6 AEGD O7
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date, bringing her totaI number of trips
t011.
’’l’m reaily proud to continue to work
with the schooI as we continue to take
Students on our trips and promote the
COmmunity service that BU supports,’’said
Dr, Thompson.
Dr. Thompson’s husband Neii was in the
audience, aS Weli as some of her fe=ow
aiums from the ciass of 2OO6 who were
Celebrating their lOth reunion.
ln presenting his award′ Dean Hutter
acknowledged that Dr, Calab「ese received
a Doctor of Dental Medicine degree from
GSDM in 1991′ and went on to receive his
Certificate of Advanced Graduate Study
after compieting his Advanced Education
in General Dentistry Prog「am in 1992,
Dr. CaIab「ese began his teaching career
at GSDM in 1992 as a clinica=nstructor,
and now serves as a CIinicaI Associate
Professor in the Department of General
Dentistry, COurSe director course iecturer,
Clinica看instructor Director of Geriatric
Dentai Medicine, and as the Assistant
Dean of Students. ln addition to these
duties, Dr. Calab「ese serves in a leadership
role on 13 committees and organizations
within the schoo上
Dr. Calabrese has been the recipient
Of many awards in thefield overthe last
20 plus years. NotabIy, he was awarded
the AIpha Om ga lntemational Dental
Fratemity FacuIty Award in March 2014.
He also won the American Student Dentai
Association Facuity Award in May 2010,
and has been awarded eight professionai
distinctions to date.
’.l am overwheImed, and humbled,
丁he dentaI school means everything to
me. The opportunity l have to work with
other adults and with our students is the
greatest gift, t ank you,’’said
Dr. Cai brese.
Dr. Calabrese was joined by his wife
Miche e, SOnS 」oey and Tbmmy, his
ParentS Mrs. Angela and Mr, 」oseph
Ca abrese, his sister 」紺Bain and her
husband lan, aS We= as his niece and
n phew, Emma and Andrew Bain. Dr,
Caiabrese was aIso ceieb「ating a reunion
year, and wasjoined by his peers from the
ciass o白991.
The Dean ciosed out the evening by
thanking the aiumni fortheir attendance
and for their continued support of GSDM.
Abov , l輸r: MicheIe Calabrese SSW 93,
」oseph Calabrese DMD 91 AEGD 92, 」oseph
DiBenedetto DMD 91, Dan Greenberg DMD 91
and Ofelia V用anueva DMD 91
Above, l-r: DMD 91 Reunion
」oseph Calabrese, Pau圧ombardo, Doug
Sc刷dhaus′ Choon Park, Dean Hutter, Siri
Steinle McNulty, Kambiz Fotoohi, 」oseph
Sawan, David Olivo, Vincent Sotero,
and Peter Caviris
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Alumni Meet at Ame「ican Dental
Association Reception
NearIy 40 members ofthe GSDM
COmmunity attended the 2O16 American
Dentai Association (ADA) Amuai
Session, heid October 20-24 in Denver
CoIorado. At this year’s session, GSDM
WaS WeII represented at both the
American Co=ege of Dentists (ACD)
and the lntemationaI Coliege of Dentists
(iCD) Convocation ceremonies, With
a total of nine inductees, Drs, 」ohn
Guarente DMD 89′ Associate Dean for
CIinicai Affairs and Ciinicai Professor
in General Dentistry, and Bing Liu,
DScD 99, DMD O3, President ofthe
GSDM Alumni Association, and Ciinicai
Associate Professor in Generai Dentistry,
represented GSDM at both ceremonies.
The ACD and the lCD recognize
dentists for their individuaI achievements,
leadership′ and contributions to dentistry
and society. This year’s ACD inductee was
Dr, Wa=ace BeIlamy DMD 89, WhiIe the
GSDM ICD inductees were Dr. Alexander
Bendayan PROS O5, Dr. Neai FIeisher
DMD 84 PERIO 86, Dr. Sam Khayat PROS
O4, Dr. Ryota Kikuchi AEGD O7 DMD 12,
Dr, Eric MandeIbaum DMD 88, Dr Howard
Gross PERIO 99, Dr. Roy Eskow PER10 76,
and Dr,鴫deu Szpoganicz DMD l「.
Dr. Guarente hosted the annuai
reception of GSDM aiumni atthe Four
Seasons Hotel Denver on F「iday, October
21, 20「 , Standing in for Dean 」effrey W,
Hutter・ Dr" Guarente used this opportunity
togive our aiumni a detaiied update on
the proposed bu冊ng renovation and
expansion project and how the process
Wi =ook moving forward.
Dr. Liu fo=owed, Offering his praise for the
new nductees into both the ACD and iCD,
The finai speaker of the night was
Dean’s Advis y Board (DAB) Chair,
Dr, David Lustbader DMD 86, Who
ack owledged feliow DAB member
n attendance, Dr. Mina Paui SPH 87.
it is also impo「tantto notethat Dr,
Lustbader is the President-Eiect of the
Massachusetts Dentai Society (MDS), and
his predecessor, Dr. Raymond K, Martin,
President of the MDS, WaS PreSent at
he GSDM recep ion. in his remarks, Dr.
Lustbader encouraged his fe=ow aiumni to
SuPPOrtt e new buiIding initiative in any
Way they can.
Current m mbers of the GSDM AIumni
Association Board, Dr. Sean Rayment
DMD 97 DSc OO  and Dr. Gigi Meinecke
aS We= asformer President of
the Aiumni Board  Dr. Ronni SchneIi DMD
81 were also in attendance,
2017
Upcom漢ng Events
●
」anuary 26-28
」anua「y 27
」anua「y 27
Februa「y 22
Aprii
Aprii 5
ApriI 5
Ap「ii 22
Ap「i1 27
May 19-21
May 27
Yankee Dental Congress
Aiumni Boa「d Meeting
A看umni Reception
New Yb「k Study Ciub
Giobal Month of Se「vice
Giving Day
New Yb「k Study C看ub
AAO Alumni Reception
AAE Alumni Reception
Commencement Weekend
AAPD A看umni Reception
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Looking fo comecf wi亡h aIumni or moke a referml?
7訪veling or moving to a new c担y and
interested ;n networking with BU Denfol alumni?
lnteresfed ;n帝nding grods thot groduoted a specific yeor?
The BU Ever巾ueApp is the fastest and easiest way to network from anywhe「e in the worid,
get in touch with classmates, and stay connected to the University" The app combines your
LinkedIn profile and information you’ve shared with BU into one super-duper powerfuI tooI,
aIIowing you to find 「七rriers in your industry and near your business add「ess!
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CONTINUiNG EDUCATION COURSE OFFERINGS SPRING 2017
Find fuII course deta=s oniine at www.bu,edu/dental/Ce
」anuary 2O17
lntroduction to EagleSo什　　　　　　　　　　　7 CEUs　　　$95
丁his is a hands-On COurSe. This course is sponsored by Patterson Denta上
Monday,」anuary 23. 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
February 2O17
lnfection Prevention & Controi 2O17:
Evaiuating Your CompIiance
Wednesday, February 8. 1 - 4 p.m.
I hahe iove dentures!
7擁course /ncludes 。 Iive potient demonstrotion.
Wednesday, February 22 〃 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Adding Nitrous Oxide to Your Practice
7t応is 0 hond5-On COurSe. Limited o柾end0nCe.
丁hursday, February23. 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Friday, February24. 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
3 CEUs　　　　$9与
7 CEUs　　　$495
16 CEUs　　　$169与
The (DigitaI) Future of Removabie Prosthodontics　3 CEUs　　　$125
Tuesday, February28. 9 a.m. -12 p.m.
Mar⊂h 2O17
Basic Life Support Certication
for Health Care Professionals
丁his is 0 honds-On COurse, Limited a請end0nCe.
Wednesday, March 8. 9 a.m. - 1 p,m,
4 CEUs　　　　　$95
RadioIogy Certification for Dental A収i=aries MA: 12 CEUs　　　$250
T椿is 。 honds-On COurSe.　　　　　　　　　　　NH: 16 CEUs　　　　$325
This is not an introductoIγ COurSe.
Thursday, March 9　　Lecture: 8 a.m. - 4 p・m"
Saturday, March 「「　MA Ciinic Session (See websiteかmore detoils")
Sunday, March 12　　MA Ciinic Session (See website佃r more defoiIs.)
Saturday′March18　NH CIinicSession:8a.m.-4p.m.
Minima=y lnvasive Dentistry:　　　　　　　　　7 CEUs　　　$295
Current Topics, Techniques and MateriaIs for
Maximum Efficiency: A Hands-On Experience (NEW)
This is o honds-On COurse. Limited 0ttendonce.
This course /S SpOnSOred by GC Americo, Sho旬Ond Air 7-echniques.
Friday, MarchlO. 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Rehab冊ation of the Edentulous Max川a:
Fixed vs. RemovabIe lmpianトSupported Prostheses
Thi5 ‘s o honds-On COurSe. Limited ottendonce.
Tuesday, March14. 9 a.m○ ○ 4 p.m.
Restorative Endodontics, a Modem Standard
Of Care forしong-term Success (NEW)
This is 0 honds-On COL/rse. Limited 0丑endonce.
6 C巨Us　　　　$19与
7 C巨Us　　　　$39与
This course ;s sponsored by Brosseler USA ond J, Morito U5A・
Friday, March 24. 9a,m. - 5 p.m.
Apri1 2017
Comprehensive CAD/CAM Course for　　　　　7 CEUs　　　$395
Guided implant Placement: Leam How to
Fabricate CEREC Guides 2,O and PIan for SICAT Surgicai Guides (NEW)
This /s o honds-On COurSe.
This course /s ;n coll。borotion with DentspIy Sirono.
Thursday,Apr= 6. 9aim.-5p.m.
Surgical Extractions with　　　　　　　　　　　4 CEUs　　$395
Simultaneous Bone Gra冊ng: lndications, Techniques and Benefits
丁his is a h。nds-On COurse. Limited attend。nCe.
T杭s course /s sponsored by Zimmer DentoI and A重ton"
Saturday, Apri1 8. 10 a.m. - 2:30 p.m・
Orthodontics in a GeneraI Practice Setting
This /s o honds-On COL/rse. Limited ottendonce.
Thursday, Apr旧3 ・ 9 a,m. - 3 p"m.
Legal Documentation and Record Keeping
Thursday, Apri1 27. 9 a.m. - 5 p"m.
The Do's and Don’ts of
Porcelainしaminate Veneers (NEW)
This is o honds-On COurSe, Limited 。ttendonce.
Friday,Aprii28" 9a.m.-与p.m.
May 2017
与CEUs　　　$24与
7 CEUs　　　$39与
7 C巨Us　　　$49与
Successes and FaiIures in Restorative Dentistry　　7 CEUs　　　$195
Wednesday, May3.9a.m.-5p.m"
しooks Can Be Deceiving;　　　　　　　　　　3 CEus　　　$125
Avoiding Pitfa=s in the EarIy Detection of Oral Cancer
and Other Oraiしesions (NEW)
Monday, May8 " 10a.m. -1 p・m"
A MedicaI Review forthe Doctor in You! (NEW)　3 CEUs　　　$125
Thursday, May18 " 9a.m,-12 p.m.
Use of Neurotoxin and Fi=ers for　　　　　　　16 CEUs　　　$1995
Cosmetic Improvement
7瑞s is a h。nds-On COurSe. Limited 。ttend。nCe.
Monday,May22. 8a,m.-5p"m.
Tuesday, May23. 8 a.m○ ○ 5 p.m"
」une 2017
Conservative Adhesive and Esthetic Dentistry:　7 CEUs　　　$350
Proven Solutions for ClinicaI Success! (NEW)
771is course is sponsored by CIinici。nt Choice and Henry Schein・
Friday,」une2. 8a,m.-4p.m.
Risk Management:　　　　　　　　　　　7 CEUs　　　$395
Areas of Liab描ty for the Practicing Dentist
Monday′」une 5, 2017 " 9 a,m. - 5 p"m.
RadioIogy Certification for Dentai Aux掴aries MA‥ 12 CEUs
丁his is o honds-On COurSe.　　　　　　　　　　NH: 16 CEUs
This /s not on ntroductoIγ COurSe.
Thursday, 」une 8　　Lecture: 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Saturday, 」une lO MA Clinic Session (See websiteかmore de書oiIs.)
Sunday, 」une l「　　MA C=nic Session (See websiteかmore detoiIs.)
Saturday, 」une17　　NH C帖c Session: 8a.m.一4 p.m.
Clinical Examination and
Imaging of Temporomandibuiar Disorders (NEW)
This is a honds-On COurSe. Limited 0tでendonce.
Friday′」une16.9a.m・一5p.m.
How an A=-Tissueしaser Can Revoiutionize
Your DentaI Practice: Hard & Soft Tissue Procedures
With the 9.3 um CO2 」aser (NEW)
This is a honds-On COurse. Limited 0ttendonce,
77?is course is sponsored by Convergent Dent。I.
Friday,」une23.9a.m.-5p.m.
Mastering Crown Lengthening
丁his /s a honds-On COurSe, Limited 0ttendonce.
Saturday, 」une 24. 9 a.m. - 4 p"m.
7 C巨Us　　　　$395
7 CEUs　　　　$39与
6 CEUs　　　　$495
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lN MEMOR看AM
Roger T. Czamecki ENDO 71, PaSSed away
On October 2, 2016; dear father of Mamie,
Amanda (Martin) KosIosky and Charies;
loving grandfather of Chariotte and SamueI;
SurVived by the mother of his chiid「en, 」oyce;
brother ofthe Iate Max; unCle of Donna. Dr,
Czamecki was a weii-reSPeCted Endodontist
in the Buffalo-Niagara Region and taught at
the UB Schooi of Dental Medicine for many
years. Roger was a taiented musician and
ioved foilowing polka music.
Edwardし, KIopfer ORTHO 73, DDS, MScD
Of Ho旧s′ NH died suddenly from ca「diac
fa血re on December 3, 2016. He was bom on
March 4, 1944to FIorence &」u=us KIopfer, in
MineoIa′ NY After graduating from Coigate
University with honors, he went on to study
dentistry at New Ybrk University where
he earned his Doctor of Dental Surgery
Degree. Upon receiving his dental degree, he
SerVed inthe US Air Force asa Captain and
Dentist, Foiiowing his years of service, he
took his Residency in Orthodontics at Boston
University where he aIso eamed his Master’s
Degree in Orthodontics. While estabiishing
his practice in M冊ord, NH, he aIso taught
Orthodontics at Boston University for ten
years. Dr. Kiopfer loved being an orthodontist
and was adored by his patients. 1t was not
uncommon for him to make house ca=s by
boat on Lake Winnipesaukee whiIe he was
VaCationing at his camp in the area or to be
Seen Cheering on his patients at their sporting
events. He was particuIarly priviIeged to have
had the opportunity to treat three generations
Of many fam紺es,
PeopIe were drawn to Ed, and Ed was drawn
topeople, in1978 he metand fe旧n lovewith
the love of his Iife′ Roberta (Ricki) Schwartz.
Soon after they were married and started
their famiIy, He deveIoped strong personal
relationships wherever he went. He had a
great sense of humor, WaS always sm掴ng
and only sawthe good in peopie. He enjoyed
=ving and was grateful for every day on this
earth. ‘′We are so iucky,’′ was a catch phrase
he often spoke with sincerity, Ed was an avid
Red Sox fan, loved to piay goIf, but most ofall
relished being with friends and fam時Ed was
a ioving husband, father, grandfather, brother
uncie, SOn, COuSin and friend, Ed is survived
by his Ioving famiIy, including his wife, Ricki,
his daughter Sarah, his son and daughter-in-
Iaw Andrew and Laura KIopfer, tWO adoring
grandsons, 」acob and Daniei, brother and
Sister-in-law, Michael and Fredda Kiopfer
nieces and nephews Heidi and 」oeI Sisenwine
and Eric and RacheI KIopfer,
FrankIin Grahamしocke ENDO O8, 41, PaSSed
away on Saturday, Novmber 5, 2O16. He was a
devoted son, father and brother. He is survived
by his children: Benjamin Graham Locke, SOn,
「3; Kathryn McKenzie Locke, daughter, 10; and
Piper Madeline Locke, daughter 4巾is parents:
Dr. Benj min and Lucy Locke; and his brothers二
Benjamin lt)dd Locke, Robert Clark Locke
(Nico e) and 」oseph Weston Locke; nieces
and nephews Maddox, Lucy,酬e and Pierce,
Graham was a life-long -fennessean with
brief stints eisewhere before retuming to
Nashv川e. He attended Harding Academy,
Franki n Road Academy, David Lipscomb
University, the University of l七meSSee
SchooI of Dentistry and graduated from the
Endodontics program at Boston University.
He was an avid outdoorsman, He ioved to
hunt, SPearfish a d be on the water, Graham
Iived big, He experienced冊e, Every day had
PurPOSe. S me days were for work and others
Wer  for piay - but days were never wasted.
There are people that w紺exist we旧nto their
90s nd won’t liveasfu= ofa Iifeas Graham
di  in 41 years He chaiienged himseif by
COnStantiy pushing the iimits of his comfort
ZOne. He had an unquenchabie thirst to feeI
aiive each day. He got stuff done.
Within a 10-year Pe「iod, Graham bu冊a
iarge endodontics practice with five offices
t rough u  the Nashv川e area. Center H川
Lake was his favorite pIace. Being on the iake
W th famiIy and friends was heaven on Earth
for Graham. He was a big-hearted giver and
Shared generousiy, Graham wanted others
to experience the same things that brought
great pieasure to his Iife iike a weekend on
hi houseboat at he lake, His intense desire
to get the most out of each day was both
POWerful and adm rabIe. His passion for
living inspired others around him to strive to
be greater nd achieve more too. More than
ything eise, Graham ioved his kids, Whether
he was hunting or at the lake, he wanted his
kids to be ther  too.
D「. WⅢiam A, Sheiton 」r, ENDO 75, PaSSed
aw y peacefuliy at 73, On Tuesday, October
廿2016, Hewas bom in Famer lenn., but
Chattanooga, WaS home for most of his Iife,
He was a g「aduate of Red Bank High SchooI,
Dr. SheIton was a veteran. He voiunteered
for service in the U.S, Army, SerVing a tour in
Vietnam with the 219th Medicai Detachment,
A weli-known endodontist in Chattanooga, Dr.
Shelton recei ed his pre-dentai education at
UTC, Wher  he was a member of Lambda Chi
Aipha and sev al honorary fraternities. He
「eceived a dental degree from the University
Ofltnnessee at Memphis and then a degree
in en odontics and a master’s deg「ee in
dentaI scienc  from Boston University
Schooi of Dental Medicine. Dr, Shelton was a
member of the Temessee Endodontic Society,
the American Endo ontic Society, and the
Southern Endodontic Study Group. He heid ail
the chairs n the Third District Dental Society
and received the TDA Fe=owship Award. As
a deacon at Sign i Mountain Presbyterian
Church, Dr. Sheiton co-taught a high schooI
Sunday schooI ciass. in iater years, he and
his family became membe「s ofthe First
Presbyterian Church, He was an avid hiker
CamPe手boater tennis piayer, fishe「man,
kayak r amateur archeoIogist, knife coliector,
and photographer. He was aiso a I圃e ieague
baseba=′ SOftbail, and soccer coach. He was
PreCeded in death by his parents, W冊am
and 」uanita Shelton; and niece Robin Sheiton.
Survivors include his beloved wife, Claudia
Crowe Shelton; his brother Dr, Robert Shelton
(Amette); and niece, (LeAnn); his chiidren′
」ennifer Mastin-B「own and W冊am A. Sheiton
帖as we= as his three grandchildren, Ca冊e
and Co per Mastin′ and Owen Shelton. 1’Da,’一
as his grandchii ren ca=ed him, is much-ioved
by his famiiy and w紺be g「eatly missed.
Richard A, Siry ENDO 98。 Iost his battle
With Parkinson’s disease at home in EagIe
R ver Alaska, On August 21, 2016. Dick was
bom i  Santa Barbara, Caiif.′ On March 8,
1944. After graduating f「om San Marcos
High Schoo=n 1962, he attended Gonzaga
Universi y. He went on to earn his first dental
degr e at the Univ rsity of Southern Ca=fomia
in 1968. So after compieting his dentaI
deg「ee, Dick joine  the NavaI Reserves as a
Lt. Commander. For many years after moving
to Alask , Dick continued to provide dental
Care On EIm orf Air Force Base. ln 1970,
Dick married his first wife, Karen. Dick had
aiways nted to experience the adventure of
Iiving in Aiaska. ln 1973, he was able to make
that dream a reality, mOVing to Anchorage,
AIaska, With Kare  and thei「two c刷dren. He
PraCt ced entistry in Anchorage for several
years b fore buying Dr. Carison’s Palmer
Aiaska, dentai practice, Which he moved to
Was紺a′ Aiaska, in 1974, Dick was one ofthe
Primary dentists for the V訓ey residents for
many ye rs. ln 1996, Dick married ltresa
Rice a d they moved to Scituate, Mass.′
Where Dick entered a two-year endodontic
PrOgram at Boston University. Upon their
retum to AIaska′ Dick purchased Anchorage
Endodontics whe e he practiced for 12 years.
Dick was able to u帥ze his piiot’s Iicense and
h s own pi e to provide years of dentai care
in remote areas of Alaska, Dick was a gentIe,
kind and generous man who was aiways
availabIe to heip his family and friends, Dick’s
adventurous spirit kept him aIways on the trail
Ofthe n xt hot fishing and hunting spots. He
Shared his catch by creating gourmet meais to
Share. He s survived by his wife of 20 years,
leresa; brother Steve巾is daughter Roche=e;
SOnS, Craig and 」eff; tWO grandch囲ren; and
One greaトgrandch胴. Dick always had a good
WOrd to say about everyone. His fam時s
Wish is that people w紺remember him with
kindness.
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GSDM 2016 QS WORLD JN看VERS看丁Y RANKINGS
8th
lN JNITED SIAhES
24t h
GしOBAしLY (up six positions)
36
CURREN丁S丁UDENTS’COUN丁R看ES OF ORiGIN
1N丁ERN/叶10NAL ELECTiVE IN丁ERNSHIPS
COJNTRIES
払CU町Y
32与
32　　看MPRESSIONS WiNTER 2O17
imFF
282
墓園
3,970
TOIAしDMD APPLiCATIONS
117　3漢44
STUDENTS ENROLLED AVERAGE GPA
しOCAしCOMMUNiTY SERVICE
41与
PRE-DOC丁ORAL
S丁UDENTS
FACU町Y AND SmFF
SCHOO」BASED ORAL HEALTH PROGRAMS
土讃
17事880
SCHOOL CHiLDREN SERVED
?〕?????????〞? ?
RESEARCH DOLLARS AVARDED
圏
$10事387事与07
(21 PERCEN丁INCREASE FROM FY15 TO FY16)
IA丁IENTS APPOI NTMENTS
鵜,324 146鵜978
CARED FOR BY GSDM CARED FOR BY GSDM
14.00　-
12.0○　○
10.00　-
8.00　　　」
6,00　-
4.00　　　」
2.00　-
0.○○　-
RESEARCH AWARDS
与3
PROPOSALS SUBMITTED
44
AWARDS RECEiVED
ALUMNl
81PERCEN丁
2016 CしASS GIF丁PARTiCIPA’「iON
(highest rate of BU SchooIs and Co=eges)
U Penn NYJ回U U SC　　　　　　巾什s
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Staff ProfiIe: Amy Nelson
Amy Neison has been a member
Ofthe GSDM famiIyfo「 neariy
20 years. She began her
career in 1999 as a front desk
representative in admissions,
SerVing as the weicoming face for
aIi ourapp=cants. Sincethen, She
has aiso served as an admissions
COOrdinator, but is now the
Student Affairs Coordinator and
one of our most beloved staff
members,
In 2O12′ Ms, Neisonwas
awarded the Henry M. GoIdman
Award for Distinguished Service.
Dean of Students Dr. 」oseph
CaIabrese works directiy with
Ms. Nelson, and had nothing but
admiration for her dedication
and commitment to our schooi,
’Amy takes pride in her work,
approaching every task with enthusiasm and a commitment
to excelience.’’He continued, ‘′she is aiways w冊ng to ieam
new things, take on new responsib冊ies, give support to
anyone in need and respond to requests in a timeiy manner"
She does this without the need for accoiades, but with the
goaI of making everyone around her shine-a Sign of a selfiess
individual who is truiy a team pIayer.’’
in her roie as Student Affairs Coordinator Ms, NeIson
OVerSeeS訓aspects of student services and student support,
including士he tutoring program, advising and coordinating
access and permissions for individual students and for
Student o「ganizations, Organizing orientations and student
events, and impIementing non-aCademic poIicies and student
COmmunications. She also supports the Dean of Students,
Director of EducationaI Resources, and Manager of Student
Affairs, lf there is work to be done, Ms. Nelson tackles eve「y
PrOject with enthusiasm and a commitment to exceIience.
Ms. Neison is best known for her reiationship and
COmmitment to our students. She takes pride in guiding them
through their dentai education and seeing them succeed. ′’l
love the people at GSDM, eSPeCialiy the students,’’she said"
“They are iike my chiidren, it’s wonderfui to watch them grow
through their experience.’′
Ms. Neison hasfour children of her own, 」edidiah, Devrae,
Brandon, and回er, Who w川be graduating from Boston
University’s Questrom Schooi of Business in 2017. Since Ms.
Neison is an empioyee,回er received tuition remission, a gift
his mother is incredibiy thankfui for. ′′i’m very gratefui to BU
for this opportunity, My son is graduating this year, and there
is no greater gift than that.’’
GSDM is veryfortunateto have Amy NeIson on ourstaff
and as an integral part ofourcommitmentto our mission, Our
Students, and our patients.
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GSDM Studeれt
Recognized with嶋ble
CliniciaれAward at
Hinman DentaI Meeting
丁he annual Thomas P.
Hinman Dentai Meeting was
heid on March 17-「9, 2016,
in AtIanta, Georgia. Among
those attending from GSDM
WaS Dr. 」ignesh Rudani AS 17
Who gave a tabie ciinic presentation,
With nearIy 20,000 attendees, the Thomas P, Hinman Dental
Meeting focuses on providing quality continuing dentai education
for dentists, SPeCiaiists, Students, and staff.
Dr. Rud i attended the Hinman Meeting to present his
resea ch and to leam from fe=ow attendees and p「esenters aiike.
Dr. Rudani discussed his research in his poster presentation,
′‘丁he Photodynamic Therapy (PD丁): A New Face of PeriodontaI
巾eatment.’’Photodynamic Therapy is a iight-induced, nOn-
thermal technique which can be used in combination with
mechanicai the「apy to treat periodontitis.
Dr, Rudani′s hard wo「k was recognized with the 2O16嶋bie
Ci nician Aw rd.鴫bIe clinic presentations are short presentations
dedicated to the improvement of pu帥c heaIth and the science
and art of dentistry,
Res arch Ceiebrated
During Science Day 2016
On March 24′ 2016′
members of the Boston
University Medicai Campus
gathered for Science Day, an
amual event that hig帥ghts
the exceptionai research
being conducted at GSDM.
The day started with a poster research session, fo=owed by Iunch,
and a keynote presentation. The day concluded with a series of
OraI r search pr sentations, An accompanying vendor fair was
aIso heId at 100 East Newton Street,
丁his yea「’s keynote speaker was Dr. Charies Serhan, an
Endowed Distinguished Scientist at Brigham and Women’s
Hospitai. Dr, S rhan aIso se「ves as the Director of the Center for
Experim ai丁herapeutics and Reperfusion Injury at BWH and
is Simon GeIman Professor of Anesthesia at Harvard MedicaI
School. Dr. Serhan gave a compe帖ng and very we= received
PreSentat on on ‘’Structural Eiucidation of Novel Mediators in
ResoIuti n of lnfectious lnfIammation & Tissue Regeneration:’
Dozens of students and fe=ows presented at this year’s event,
With twenty-four poster presentations and ten oraI presentations
across a number of research areas, These innovative and diverse
PrOjec s were presented by GSDM community members who
Were COnducting research, including DMD students, AS DMD
Stud nts, maSter’  nd PhD students, POStdoctoraI students, and
POStdoctorai fe Iows.
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Science Day Poster Presentation Winners
DentaI Students (DMD/AS DMD) First Piace:
Safeer」iwa, E=se Vinceiette, Meiih Motro and LesIie W帖
Department of Orthodontics and DentofaciaI Orthopedics:
′‘Assessment of Mirror lmage FaciaI Asymmetries in
Monozygotic and Dizygotic TWins,′’
Masters MSD/First Year PhD/DScD First PIace:
Chin-Hua Yang, Ghassan Darwish, Na Tian, Guoxian Wei and
Eva 」. Heimerhorst. Department of MoIecular & Ce= BioIogy:
’’Determine OptimaI Culture and Dosage Conditions for Rothia
Bacteria Degrading Giuten in the TIM-1 Human Digestion Modei.
Postdoctorai Students First PIace:
Ahmed Aiamoudi′ Sundharamani Venkitapathi, Dong=ang Xu,
Hak Hotta and Yoshiyuki Mochida, Department of MolecuIar
& Ce= BioIogy: ’‘Loss of Fam20a Leads to Dwarfism Due to
Pro冊eration and Maturation Defects in Dhondrocytes,’’
Postdoctorai Fe=ows First Piace:
Gokhan Ozdener and Ph帖p巾ackman. Department of MoIecular
& CeIi Bioiogy: ’‘VacuolaVCytoplasmic pH Gradient by inhibitors
OfATP and lonopho「es increase CeII Uptake and Endosomai
Escape of the TumOr Suppressor LysyI Oxidase P「opeptide
(rLOX-PP).’’
Science Day Oral Presentation Winners
Dental Students (DMD/AS DMD) First Piace:
」ayesh Patei, Abduisalam Ai-Shammar口acob AI-Hashemi and
SaIomon Amar. Department of MoIecuIar & Ce= BioIogy‥ ‘’Kava
lteatment Reduced Porphyromonas GingivaIis-induced Aveoiar
Bone Loss.’’
Masters MSD/1st yr PhD/DScD First Place:
Martha NeeIy, Raffi M川er, Sha「ron Rich, Lesiie W町Wanda
Wright, 」udith 」ones. Department of Orthodontics and
Orthofacial Orthopedics: ’’Orai Heaith QuaIity Of Life in Aduit
Orthodontic Patients.′’
Postdoctoral Students First Place:
Mohamed Ahmed and Darreil Kotton, Center for Regenerative
Medicine: ’‘Directed Differentiation of Human lnduced Pluripotent
Stem Ce ls into Endotheiial and NeuraI Crest-=ke Celis,’’
ADA/Dentsply Award:
l七manna Gandhi, Khikmet Sadykov, Kha=d Aiamoud and Ma「ia
Kuku「uzinska. Department of Moiecular & Ce= BioIogy: ’’lnhibition
Of Or i Sq amous C li Carcinoma with beta-Catenin Antagonist
iCG-00「.′’
GSDM Students Partner with MDS toしobby
for Dentist「y at Beacon Hiii Day
On Wednesday, March 30,
2016, dentists and dental
studen s from ar und
New Engiand descended
on Beacon H川for Beacon
H用Day2016, anannuaI
event coordinated by the
Mass chuse ts Dental
Society (MDS) where dentai
PrOfessionals come together
to ieam more abou  issues
of concem to the dentaI community and to iobby their state
Iegislators to take action on those issues, Severai students from
GSDM took part in the events ofthe day.
丁he student participants were each paired with two dentai
professionais from the Massachusetts Dentai Society (MDS),
who then spoke with legislators and aids about five different b川s
important to dental education and dentistry.
Before heading over to the State House, the 124 attendees
joined together at the Omni Parker House Hotei, Where they
were briefed on the five b川s being discussed and the various
consequences they have for dentai education and the profession・
GSDM students who participated in Beacon H用Day 2016:
Dave Lane DMD 16, Garrett Wingrove DMD 17 Alexandra Ortega
DMD19, KatieQuan DMD19, Mike MayrDMD16,and Pamian
Paymozd-Yazdi DMD 17,
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What Does Ybur SaIiva Say About Ybu「 Hea8th?
Ask D「音Bing Liu言
Since October 2015, GSDM facuity
member Dr. BingLiu DScD99 DMDO3
has been traveIing to the Boston Museum
Of Science for three hours every Friday with
a rotating three-PerSOn team Of students
from GSDM for an interesting task工O get
as many museum visitors as theycan to
donate saliva byspitting into a 50 mI test
tube. The Living Laboratory ③ is a section
Of the museum where visitors can leam
about and participate in studies currentiy
being conducted by local scientists,
Dr.LiuandtheDMDandASDMD
Students are working on a project that is
Seeking to identify biomarkers in human
Saliva for three conditions: diabetes′ heart
PrObIems, and high biood pressure. They
need 2,OOO 5 ml sampiesfrom people
aged 12-70 to begin anaIyzing the data.
These sampies can come from peopIe
With r without any ofthe conditions being
Studi d.
CurrentIy, Saiiva cannot diagnose as
many diseases as bIood, Researchers, iike
Dr" Liu, interested in improving salivary
d agnostics are hoping to change this
for a simple reason: Salivary diagnostic
tests are easier to perform than biood
diagnosti  tests and, therefore′ mOre likeiy
to be conducted by physicians and other
heaithcare providers, and requested
by patients,
fo coilectthe 2,000 5 mi sampies, Dr.
Liu and hi  team are participating in the
Living Laboratory program at the Museum
Of Science. The museum hastwo ofthese
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’‘Living Laboratories’’where scientists f「om
universities and hospitais can interact
With museum-gO rS and ailow them to
Pa「ticipate in their studies on an
OngOing basi .
‘’i think the project is mutua=y
beneficial to both GSDM and the Museum
Of Scie c ,’’said Dr, Liu, ‘’By having
researchers in the Living Laboratory,
the Museum f Science w川be abieto
educate th publ c with the resources that
are avaiIabie from the institutions in the
Boston area.’′
‘′i am deiighted to seethat GSDM
COntinues to maintain this exciting and
beneficiaI partnership with the Museum of
Science’s Living Laboratory program,’’said
Dean 」effrey W. Hutter,
_」
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TWo GSDM facuIty members - Dr.
Eric Mandeibaum DMD 88 and Dr.
Manuei Garcia CAGS 87 - reCeived
academic promotions in their respective
departments. Dr, Mandeibaum is in the
Department of Generai Dentistry, and Dr.
Garcia is in the Department of Restorative
Sciences & Biomateriais,
Dr, Eric Mandeibaum has been
PrOmOted from CIinica=nstructor to
C上面caI Assistant Professor in the
Department of General Dentistry.
Dr, MandeIbaum earned a Doctor of
Dentai Medicine degree from GSDM in
1988 and subsequentIyjoined the
;chooI’s facuity as a Ciinica=nstructor in
the Division of Fixed Prosthodontics in
the Department of Prosthodontics, a
POSition he heid unt旧994. Fo=owing
an academic appointment as Ciinicai
instructor of Fixed Prosthodontics at
Harvard SchooI of DentaI Medicine
(1992-「996), Dr. MandeIbaum returned
toteachingat GSDM in 2O14. in 2015, Dr.
Mandeibaum was appointed as a Group
Practice Leader in the Predoctorai Patient
巾eatment Center in the Department of
General Dentistry,
Dr. Mandelbaum w川continue his
roleas a Group Practice Leader in the
P「edoctorai Patient巾eatment Center,
OVerSeeing the progress of students in
his group, Dr, Mandelbaum is aiso tasked
With meeting with patients to resoIve any
COnCernS that may arise regarding their
dentai care.
Dr, Mandelbaum has devoted countIess
hours of his time to community service
most notably through the Massachusetts
Dental Society (MDS) to provide dentai
Care through their mobiie care unit to local
Chiidren and the elderiy. He was eiected
to participate in the MDS Leadership
institute from 2015-2017 which seeks to
foster strategic thinking about emerging
institutionaI and informational needs,
examine changing industry expectations,
expiore new technoiogies, and cuItivate
iong-range Career Piannlng. ln 20「6,
he trave ed to Guatemala with GSDM
externship students to provide dentai
SCreening  and treatment to hundreds of
Chiidren and aduits who lack access to
ba ic oral heaIthcare,
Dr. Mandelbaum is a memberof
the American DentaI Association,
Massachusetts DentaI Society and the
West Metropolitan District DentaI Society,
He is a past memberofthe Academy of
General Dentistry, the American Academy
Of Cosmetic De tistry, and the Academy
Of C mprehensive Esthetics,
Dr. Manuei Garcia has been promoted
from Ciinicai Assistant Professor to
Ciinica  Associate Professor in the
Depa「tment of Restorative Sciences &
Biomateriais,
Dr. Garcia was awarded a Doctorof
Dental Surgery degree from Universidad
lecnoi6gica de M6xico (Mexico City)
in1983, n1987, Dr. Garciaeamed a
Certificate  Advanced Graduate Study
(CAGS) in Prosthodontics from GSDM.
Dr. Garcia then worked in private
PraCtice in M xico City untiI 2OO2,
Du「ingthistime, Dr, Garcia aiso heId
SeVerai academic and administrative
appointments including: Assistant
Professor f GeneraI Dentistry,
Universidad lntercontinental (Mexico
City), 「989-1998; Assistant Professor of
Generai Prac ice Residency, Universidad
lec oI6gica de Mexico (1990-1992)i
Assistant Profes or of the Graduate
Program in Prosthodontics′ Universidad
Intercontinental (1992-1998) and Clinic
Director Unive「sidad intercontinentai,
Mexico (1995-1998).
in 2002, Dr. Garcia retumed to GSDM
and was appointed as a Ciinicai Assistant
Profe sor of Restorative Sciences &
Biomaterials, Where he teaches in the
Advanced Speciaity Education Program
in Prosthodontics, and the Advanced
Education in Generai Dentistry (AEGD)
and the Postgr uate Operative and
Esthetics programs, Dr. Garcia serves
as the Course Director of Literature
Review in Generai Dentistry and aiso
PrOVides direct patient care at the Boston
University DentaI Heaith Center at 930
Commonweaith Avenue.
貢離船寵蕊盲豊from the
丁he National Panc「eas Foundation (NPF) recentiy
amounced its 20「6 research grant recipients, and Dr,
Eszter Hegyi, a Postdoctoral Associate in the Center
for Exocrine Disorde「s ofthe Department of Molecuiar
and Ce= Bioiogy, 「eCeived a one-year aWard for
$50,OOO to study the roIe of genomic rearrangements
affecting chymotrypsin genes in chronic pancreatitis.
Dr, Mikios Sahin-Toth, Professor in the Department
Of Molecular& Ce= Bioiogy and Directorofthe
Center for Exocrine Disorders′ describes the grant
award as an important achievement that w川ailow
Dr, H gyi to compIete and pubiish her preiiminary
data and appIyfor long-term NiH fundingto study
th  roIe of chymotryps ns in exocrine disorders. The
NPF is a nonprofit organization dedicated to funding
Cutting edg  research, advocating for new and better
therapies, and prov d ng support and education for
those mpacted by pancreatic disease.
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2016 Goidman Gala Tbps Attendance Record
A record 575 students, reSidents, facuIty, Staff, and aiumni
from GSDM attended the seventh annual Goldman Gala at
the Fai「mont Copiey PIaza Hotel on Friday, Apr= 29, 2016.
The 2016 Goldman GaIa was c訓ed the ‘’Goidman GIobes,’’
as it was themed after “OId Ho=ywood:’
The 2016 Goldman Gala began with the attendees and
their guests stro旧ng down a red carpet to take photos with
four ceIeb「ity impersonators: Mar=yn Monroe, Humphrey
Bogart, 」oan Rivers, and 」ack NichoIson. Many were dressed
to the theme of ‘’Old Ho=ywood,′’
After taking photos with their friends, famiIy, and
the special “celebrity’’guests, attendees mingIed and
reconnected over cocktaiis in a iounge area next to the red
CarPet,
After drinks at 8 p.m., the attendees moved to their
SeatS in the Grand Bailroom ofthe Fairmont Copley Piaza
Hotel. Once the attendees had a= made it to their seats,
’‘」oan Rivers’’took to the stage and delivered an introduction
for Dean Hutter, After the comedic introduction, Dean
Hutter formalIy weicomed a旧he 575 attendees to the
GoIdman GaIa.
’’The Goidman GaIa is truIy for our students, eSPeCi訓y for
those who wiIl graduate and become our newest aIumni,’’
Said Dean Hutter, ′‘Mrs. Hutter and l are absoiuteIy deIighted
to once again have the honor and priviiege of hosting you
this evening and so pIeased that we have such a wonderfui
tumout of students′ 「eSidents, faculty, Staff, alumni, gueStS
and HoIiywood sta「s,’’
After dessert the attendees紬ed the dance floor had
fun atthe photo booth, mingIed with the movie stars and
enjoyed the rest of what tumed out to be a truly wonderful
and memorabIe event.
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Volunteers Coれt「ibute l,011 Hours
During 2016’s GIobai Days of Service
(which wrapped up on May 31, 2O16), 251
Students, facuity, and staff from GSDM
VOIunteered a totai of 「,Ol「 hours at severaI
different community service iocations
throughout Boston,
Boston University’s Globai Days of
Service is an approximateiy one-mOnth-
iong amuai event that aiiows aIumni,
Students, facuIty, Staff, and friends from
訓areas ofthe Boston University network
togive backtothei「 locaI, national, and
internationai communities,
Membe「s of the GSDM community
SerVed their l,O「「 volunteer hours (a more
than lOO percent increase f「om 2O15) at
41 different service events across Boston,
heIping to make this year’s GIobai Days of
Service a huge success.
In her roie as OraI Heaith Promotion
Director at GSDM, Ms, Kathy Lituri
SerVed a crucial role in the planningand
COO「dination of most of the events, Ms,
Lituri wo「ked with Stacey McNamee,
Directo  of Aiumni Relations & AmuaI
Giving; and Sh ee Norquist′ Program
Admin strator to plan the events,
Dean 」effrey W. Hutter said, ‘‘I wouId
Iike to thank ali who voiunteered with
 speciai thankyou to Ms, Lituri, Ms.
McNamee, and Ms. Norquist for their
tireiess dedication to making sure a旧hese
e nts were successfur’
Loc0tions /ncIuded: Gre0ter Boston food
BonんBoys ond Girls CIub, AI Hudo Societ男
Suson S Boilis Assisted Living faciIiき男
Uph。mS Comer Bmnch of the Boston PubIic
Librory Rosie5 PIoce, 5t. C。therine of Sieno
SchooI Cr。dles to Croyons, St. froncis House,
Wbrk /nc., MGH BIoodmobiIe, Chor/es River
CIe。nup, Ricesticks &艇o Asion food PontIy
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Best of Luck to the C漢ass of 2016喜
On Friday, May 13, 2016, 「90 predoctoraI
Students and 82 postdoctorai residents
received their deg「ees and Certificates
Of Advanced Graduate Study (CAGS) at
the 2016 GSDM Convocation, held atthe
Waiter B「own Arena,
Dean 」effrey W, Hutter began the
Convocation Ceremony by introducing
Reve「end Dr. Robert Ailan H町Dean
Of Marsh Chapei, Who deiivered an
inSPiring lnVOCation. Dean Hutter then
COntinued the ceremony by introducing
himself and weIcoming graduates, famiiy,
friends, facuity, Staff, alumn主and other
distinguished guests,
lIl have watched you and your
Ciassmates grow into confident,
COmPetent dentai and orai hea冊care
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PrOfessionais, and i am delighted to share
this special occasion with you,’’Dean
Hutter told the graduates as famiIy and
friends Iooked on,
Dean Hutter ook care to highlight
SeVeraI notabie accomplishments that the
CIass for 2016 achieved during their time
at GSDM: PrOViding the highest quaiity
Orai heaithcare to diverse popuIations;
Participating in GSDM’s intemationai
Eiective Externship Program; Playing
CruCiai Ies in hosting students from
intemational dentaI schooIs that GSDM
Part erS With; reCeiving awards from
severaI American and intemationai dentaI
Organizations; attending professionai
meetings; iobbying the United States
Cong「ess and the Legisiature of the
Commonweaith of Massachusetts; and
severai other meritorious activities that
members ofthe CIass of20「6took part in.
Dean Hutter then acknowiedged several
SPeC aI guests:
Dr, Shadi DaherDMD 90 OMFS94,
Past Presiden  of the GSDM Alumni
Association, PaSt member of the GSDM
D an’s Adv sory Board, Past President of
the Boston University Alumni Councii, and
Current member ofthe Boston University
Boar  of Overseers; Dr. Suneei Kandru
ENDO O7, member ofthe GSDM Dean’s
Advisory Board; Dr. David Lustbader
DMD 75, Chair ofthe GSDM Dean’s
Advisory Bo rd and President elect of the
Massachuse t  DentaI Society; Dr. Bing
Liu DScD 99 DMD O3, Presidentofthe
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GSDM AIumni Association and a member
Of the GSDM Dean′s Advisory Board;
Ms. Madaiyn Mann PHD 76, Founding
Director of GSDM’s Appiied Professionai
Experience (APEX) program and membe「
Of the GSDM Dean’s Advisory Board; and
Dr. Mitch Sabbagh DMD 87 lmmediate
Past-President ofthe GSDM Aiumni
Association′ member of the GSDM Dean’s
Advisory Board, and GSDM representative
to the Boston University Aiumni Counc廿
Dean Hutter then introduced the
vaiedictorian ofthe AS DMD Ciass of
2O16, Dr. Neemi Lama Sherpa, and the
vaIedictorian of the DMD Class of 2016,
Dr. Lindsey Nowland.
丁he keynote address was deiivered
by Dr. Mina Paul SPH 87, GSDM facuIty
member, Who is cur「ently the Dentai
Director at the Greater Rosiindale
MedicaI and Dental Center in Boston,
Massachusetts.
Dr. PauI told the graduates that they are
’’guardians’′ of the profession of dentist「y・
′’As guardians do not forget who w川be
foiIowing in your footsteps and that it is
your duty and responsibility as graduates
Of Boston University Hen「y M, Goldman
SchooI of Dentai Medicineto make it a
better piace than when you ieft it, tO give
back, however much or iittie you can,’’said
Dr, Paui,
‘′today you are now our guardians,′’said
Dr. PauI, ’.Embracethefu= breadth ofali
that this great profession has to offer you
and you w用find passion and fu剛ment.’′
DMD Ciass of 2016 President Dr.
Nicoias Branshaw and AS DMD CIass of
2016 President Dr, Akram Samaa then
PreSented the 2O16 CIass Gift to Dean
Hutter. The Class of 20「6 reached 81
PerCent Participation and a Class Gift
totaling $3,195,
Dr. 」oseph Calabrese, Assistant Dean
Of Students, Dr, CeIeste Kong, Professor
and Chair of the Department of General
Dentistry, Dr, MicheIle Henshaw,
Associate Dean for GIobal & Popuiation
Health, Dr. Bing Liu, AIumni Association
President and CIinical Associate Professor
in the Department of Gene「al Dentistry,
and Dr. CarI McManama, Professor in
the Department of General Dentistry,
generously donated $1,520 in support of
the DMD students’share of the Class Gift.
Dr, Sepideh Novid, member of the
GSDM Aiumni Board and Ciinica看
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Assistant Professor in the Department of
General Dentistry. generousIy gave $1,800
in support ofthe AS DMD students’share
Of the CIass Gift. Co=ectively, the CIass
Gift totaIed $6,515.
The 2016 pre and postdoctorai/
POStg「aduate graduates each then made
the momentous march across the stage
to receive their dipIomas, degrees, and
Certificates of Advanced Graduate
Study (CAGS), Each ofthe students and
residents were greeted on the stage by
Dean Hutter who presented them with
their much coveted degree and certificate.
Seve「aI GSDM aiumni came on stage as
We= to present degrees and dipIomas to
their loved ones, Farah T Khatoon DMD
14 presented a degree to her spouse,
Mohammed M. Ahmed DMD 16; Sh「avan
Kumar Renapurkar DMD lO presented
a degree to his spouse, Lavanya Tbrtiker
DMD 16; Khamir Patel DMD 14 presented
a degree to his spouse, Setu Choksi DMD
16; Rekha Hariawala DMD 96 presented a
degree to her daughter Mitali Hariawaia
DMD 16; Raymond George ORTHO 66
PreSented a degree to his granddaughter
Keisey A. George DMD 16; AIanna l, Yip
DMD 14, AEGD 15 presented a degree to
her sister, Amanda W. Yip DMD 16; Grace
Eunhye La DMD lO presented a degree to
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hersister, Naomi Omi La DMD16; Nathan
A. Ng DMD 14 presented a degreeto his
Si e巾 nifer A. Ng DMD 16; Steven
Faigan AEGD 91 PERiO 93 p「esented a
degree to his son, Zachary Loomer DMD
16; Ralph Hawkins ENDO 89 and Harold
Goodis ENDO 63 presented a degree
to Mohamed 」amaI Ahmed ENDO 16.
Hawkins and Goodis were Dr, Ahmed’s
teachers; Mounir Doumit, Professor of
PubIic Dental Health and Former Dean of
Leban se University Schooi of Dentistry
in Beirut, Lebanon presented a degree to
Carmen Doumit OR丁HO 16; Shereif Y
Zar if li]Wfik PER看O 75 presented a degree
to his son Ybusri Z, Said鴫wfik PERIO16;
Rayan Kafri  O8 ENDO l「 and Shayan
Kafri DMD 12 presented a degree to their
brother Peyman Kafri DMD 16; Ravi Patel
DMD 14 pr sented a degree to his spouse,
Mansi Chokshi DMD 16; Nandini Malghan
PreSented a degre  to her sister -山isa Patil
DMD 16弓ack Xu presented a degree to
hisson. Zhe Xu DMD16,
Fo=owing the 2016 Convocation
Cer mony, a reCePtion took place in a
tent adjacent o the Walter Brown Arena
during which the graduates, fam時
friends, faculty, and staff could pose for
Photos and congratulate each other on all
they h ve achi ved,
」?????
At this year’s commencement,
GSDM was pleased to have a record
number of alumni participating
in the awarding of dipiomas to
famiIy members. The fam紺es of
15 graduates were part of this
speciaI moment, This GSDM aiumni
t「adition was established by Dean
」effrey W. Hutte「 severaI years
ago, and it has become o=e Ofthe
hig帥ghts of the ceremony・ lf you
are an immediate famiiy member
Of a graduating GSDM student or
resident, Please contact the Office
of DeveIopment & Alumni ReIations・
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1.　Carmen DoumitOR丁HO presented byherfather
Mounir Doumit Professor of Pu帥c DentaI HeaIth
& former Dean of the Lebanese University Schooi
Of Dentistry
2, Keisey A. George DMD presented by hergrandfather
Raymond George ORTHO 66
3. Zachary Loomer DMD presented by his step置father
Steven Faigan AEGD 91 PERIO 93
4, 」enniferA. Ng DMD presented byherbrother
Nathan A, Ng DMD 14
5.　Peyman Kafri DMD presented bybrother
Rayan Kafri DMD O8 ENDO 2011
6,　Lavanya brtikerAS DMD presented by he「 spouse
Shravan Kumar Renapurka「 DMD lO
7　Mansi Chokshi DMDpresented byherspouse
Ravi Patel DMD 14
8.　Mita冊ariawala DMD presented byhermothe「
Rekha Hariawala DMD 96
9,　ZheXu DMD presentedbyhisfather」ackXu DMD98
10.　SetuChoksiAS DMD presented byherspouse KhamirPatel
AS DMD14
11. MohammedM,Ahmed AS DMDpresented by hisspouse
Farah T Khatoon AS DMD 14
12.　Ybusri Z. Said鴫wfik PER10presented byhisfatherShereifY
Zareif鴫wfik PER10 75
13,　軸sa Pa璃DMDpresented byher§iste「
Nandini Maighan DMD O3
14.　Naomi Omi La DMDpresented byhersiste「
Grace Eunhye La DMD lO
15,　AmandaW,Yip DMD presentedbyhersister
Alanna l. Yip DMD 14, AEGD 15
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GSDM Gives Back at Special Smiles Event at
2016 Special OIympics!
On Saturday′ 」une 4, 2016, Students, reSidents, facuIty,
and staff from GSDM participated in the Healthy
Athletes⑪ Special SmiIes⑪ initiative at the Special
OIympics Massachusetts Summer Games at Harvard
University′s Murr Center.
More than l,8OO athletes from the Greater Boston
Area converged on Harvard University’s Athletic
Compiex to participate in athletic events such as
Aquatics, Gymnastics, Power Lifting, lennis,巾ack
& FieId, and VoIIeybaiI, Dentists and dentaI students
were on hand atthe Speciai Smiles cIinicto offerorai
SCreenings, heaith education and prevention services,
and refe「rals to athletes who need foiIow-uP Care.
丁hey also provided individuaiIy-fitted mouth guards to
Participating athietes.
Special Smiles is just one component of the Heaithy
Athletes Program offered during the Summer Games.
‘’SpeciaI Sm=es isa fun and importantevent and l
am proud that GSDM has participated in itfor so many
years,’’said Dean 」eff「ey W. Hutter. ’‘Thank you to aiI
of the GSDM volunteers, and especi訓y to Director
of Aiumni Relations & AnnuaI Giving Ms. Stacey
McNamee who works extremeIy hard every year to
Organize the Speciai Smiles event.’’
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White Coat Ce「emony
On Satu「day′ 」uIy 9, 2016, a reCO「d number of friends and fam時
members帥ed Metcalf Ha旧nthe BU Student Union at4 p,m,
to watchthe members ofthe DMD Ciass of2018 and AS DMD
CIass of 2017 participate in the amual White Coat Ceremony,
Which ma「ks the midway point of dentaI students’education
and ceiebrates their transition from the classroom to the patient
treatment center.
After the 850 students and attendees had taken their seats,
the White Coat Ceremony began with a weicome from Assistant
Dean of Students Dr. 」oseph CaIabrese and opening remarks from
Dean 」effrey W. Hutter.
’’Fam申y truly is the most important part of ou「 iives′ and that
your ch胴, SPOuSe′ grandch冊, mOther or father, aunt Or unCIe,
niece or nephew wanted you here with them today for this
CeremOny SPeaks voIumes about our students and the core vaIues
that you as pa「ents, SibIings, relatives, Ch胴「en, and friends have
inst川ed in them,’’Dean Hutter toid the audience.
丁he keynote add「ess fo=owed Dean Hutter’s remarks and was
deIivered by Dr. Caroi Gomez Summerhays, President of the
American DentaI Association. Afte「 the keynote address, the two
Ciasses were presented to Dean Hutter by Associate Dean for
Academic Affairs Dr. CataIdo Leone to signify the beginning of the
CeremOny"
SeveraI students were then recognized with awards, The
recipients ofthe Spencer N. Frankl Scholarships, American
Dentai Association (ADA) Foundation Scholarship, and Omicron
Kappa Upsiion Dr. W冊am S. Kramer Award of ExceIlence were
announced.
The three Spencer N, Franki Schoiarships were awarded to
AdeIa Brodek DMD 18, Mira Daljeet DMD 18, and Alicia liavares
DMD 18; WhiIe the ADA Foundation Scholarship was awarded to
Adela Brodek DMD 18. The Omicron Kappa Upsilon D「, W冊am
S, Kramer Award of Exce=ence was awarded to Lauren Lieberman
DMD 18 by D「. Summerhays and Dean Hutter.
A看i ofthe DMD18 and AS DMD17 students, nOWthatthey
Officia=y have their white coats, W冊be tasked with managing the
COmPrehensive oral heaIth care of their patients, While providing
them with needed treatment in the GSDM Patient Treatment
Center.
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New GSDM Students巾ke Part in
2016 0「ientation Week
Foroneweekin」uly, neW DMDand AS
DMD students at GSDM participated in
many events during the Orientation Week,
DN「
GSDMwelcomed DMD20and AS
DMD 18 students with an introduction to
Campus on Monday, 」uIy 25. lncoming
Students were introduced to campus iife at
the Welcome Lunch, Where Dean 」effrey
W. Hutter weicomed the students and
Shared his thoughts.
“Ybu are here today because you have
Chosen dentistry as your career and you
are enroiied at Boston University because
you have worked very hard in achieving
the credentiaIs necessary for acceptance
into what is considered one of the finest
dentai schooIs in the worid.’′
Atthe 10th amua=ce Cream SociaI
and Student information Fair later that
aftemoon in the Hiebert Lounge, incoming
students were abie to create their own
Sundaes, SOCiaiize with facuity and staff,
and visit various organizations and
COmPanies’information booths.
D州2-3
Welcome to Dentistry!
MicheIie Henshaw, Associate Dean for
GIobai & Popuiation Heaith, and Erica
Manczuk, Associate Director of Student
Affairs, gaVe a PreSentation on GSDM’s
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O「ient tion Days of Service program in
Which, this year, 2O2 students and 20
ambassadors participated and voiunteer
their time at various community non-PrOfit
Organizations.
This year Orientation Days of Service
iocations inciuded: Bikes Not Bombs,
Community ervings, Pine Street lnn,
Cradies to Crayons, ReVision Urban Farm,
St, Francis House, More Than Words and
muItipIe HaIey House sites,
Dean’s Re⊂ePtions
Begimingon巾esday, 」uiy 26, Dean and
Mrs. 」effrey W. Hutter opened their home
to the first two of six receptions for the
new DMD 20 students as an opportunity
forthem to sociaiize, and most
importantiy, meet their faculty, Staff, and
respectiv  Group Practice Leaders (GPL),
D州4
Re⊂ePtions′ lburs, and Scrubs, Oh My!
丁hursday, 」uly 28 was a busy dayforail
Stud n s as they participated in campus
to rs, Were fitted for scrubs, attended a
SOCiaI at Fenway, and visited Dean Hutter’s
h mefora finai reception forthe AS DMD
18 students,
DN与
The Professi nai Ceremony
On Friday, 」uIy 29 atl「 a.m.,the schooi
COmmunity gathered together on the
巾Ib t Green to take part in the 2016
Professional Ceremony where DMD 20
and AS DMD 18 studentsfrom GSDM
aIong with family and friends marked the
end of their first week of orientation and
One Ofthe most significant events in their
educationaI caree「s,
Dean 」effrey W. Hutter and P「ovost of
the BU Medicai Campusand Dean ofthe
BU Schooi of Medicine, Karen H. Antman′
MD shared their opening remarks to the
incoming students. Dean Hutter shared
the foiIowing thoughts:
’’lt is indeed a speciaI honorfor meto
address you today as members of the
Doctor of Dentai Medicine Ciass of 2020
and the Advanced Standing/Doctor of
DentaI Medicine Ciass of 20「8,
Asthe newest members ofthe GSDM
COmmunity′ yOu nOW have access to worid
CIass instruction delivered by a faculty
of more than 325 educators, Clinicians,
and researchers and an outstanding staff,
SeCOnd to none, Which is dedicated to
SuPPOrting you during your tenure at the
Sch○○上
You are now a memberofthe Boston
University community and w用gain
the benefit of an outstanding dentaI
education, a CO=egiaI, reSPeCtfuI and
SuPPOrtive environment, and a vast
network of GSDM alumni/’
The Keynote Address
丁he keynote address was deiivered by Dr"
B ng Liu, DScD 99, DMD O3膏resident
ofthe GSDM Aiumni Association, His
Parting advice to students to embrace
ChalIenges and form =fe-iong reiationships
with feiIow cIassmates resonated with aII
who attended  Professionai Ceremony.
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ORAL HEA甘HCARE CENTER
Pediatric Orai Heaithcare Center
Opens for Patients
On Friday, September 30, 2O16, Dr.
Athanasios Zavras′ Professor and Chair
Of the Department of Pediatric Dentistry
and Dean 」effrey W. Hutter cut the
ribbon to officia=y open the Pediatric Oral
Healthcare Center at GSDM. Members
Ofthe Dean′s Advisory Board were in
attendance for the event。
’’In our Applied Strategic Plan, One Of
the objectives we addressed was the need
for bringing a pediatric patient treatment
Center back to our schooI, the Medical
Campus′ and the University. After many
years of hard work, that day is fin訓y here,′′
Said Dean 」effrey W. Hutter. ’’l wouId
like to recognize and thank Dr. Zavras
and Dr, DoIrudee 」umiongras, Director
Ofthe Center for their tireless efforts in
.,We nOW have a
new treatment
Center that wi書l be
able to provide the
highest quality ca「e
to child「en, and
Patients with
SPeCial needs,
accompiishing this objective.’’
in suppo「t of a HeaIth Resources and
Services Administration (HRSA, HHS)
grant from the federaI govemment,
the Center wi= serve c刷dren and
Patients with speciaI needs by providing
COmPaSSionate care using an imovative,
CO=aborative approach to oral heaithcare,
The C nterwi‖ be one ofthefirstto
empIoy a transformative, team-based
Pediatric dental practice. 1eams of
heaIthc re prof ssionaIs committed to
SerV ng children w紺work together to
examin an  t「eat patients, eSPeCia=y
those with complex problems. Using their
broad expe「tise, the group w紺create
a navigation pIan and comprehensive
ssessment of what the ho=stic needs of
th t chiid are′ and then execute that pIan.
The C nter w紺empioy a variety of
Cutting-edge technoIogies that better
Se「Ve both the patient and the doctor. Soft
tissue surgeries w用be performed with
minimaI discomfort and a faster heaIing
PrOCeSS uSing an imovative CO2 laser.
The dentists can aiso map children′s
ai「ways using a new apparatus that uses
SOund (rather than x-rayS), eIiminating
unnecessary radiation exposure.
‘‘It was the support from the Dental
School and the Dean that allowed us to
buiId this new fac亜y. As you w紺see, We
now have a new treatment centerthat
WiIl be abie to provide the highest quality
Care tO Children′ and patients with special
needs,’’said Dr, Zav「as.
_」
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Drs, Nouh and Fieisher have done an amazingjob in the c「eation
of this new cou「se that incorporates digitai dentistry into the
treatment planning, design, and placement of su「gicaily guided
implants du「ing prec=nicai training“
New lmpIant Cu「riculum
No other dentai schooI can boast that they
have a comprehensive preclinicaI digitaI
impIantoIogy course that precedes the
actuai experience of patient treatment.
GSDM w川be ro帖ng outthis new
course in 」anuary 2017, the beginning of
Spring Semester, Aimed at second year
DMD students and firstyear AS DMD
students, the course was developed and
w=I be co-directed by Dr. Hesham Nouh
(Prosthodontist) and Dr, Neai FIeisher
(Periodontist) in the Department of
GeneraI Dentistry, SuPerVised by Dr.
CeIeste Kong, This w川be a required
course for a= students.
Since the introduction of dentai
impIants to the United States in 1986′
there has been an exponentia=ncrease in
the number of impIants placed each year・
This is due to the relative reliabiIity of the
Osseointegration process, aS We= as ease
of use,
In addition, the profession has seen a
significant broadening of the background
Of the dentist pIacing and restoring
the implants, lnitiaIiy limited to only
periodontists and oraI surgeons, tOday for
a variety of reasons, impIant placement
has become more commonpIace in any
number of specialty practices, including
endodontists and prosthodontists,
Currently, it has become a routine
practice in a growing number of general
practitioners・ This can in part be attributed
to the introduction and integration of
various digital technoiogies, taking some
ofthe risk and uncertainty out of the
PIacement and restoration processes"
With the advent of Ga=leos CBCT
technoIogy, me「ging with CEREC digital
image files captured by opticaI cameras,
and the sophisticated Sidexis software,
these advances a=ow impIants to be
PIanned in a 3 dimensiona=y accurate
representation of the patient’s jaw. In
short, Students are leaming to merge data
Of the CBCT with the digita=mpression,
virtua=y pIacing an implant. In addition,
us g CEREC CAD/CAM technoiogy
surgical guides are m紺ed and used
o ensu  the exact piacement of the
implants.
At the end of this precIinicai course, the
udent w紺be ableto:
. Read and manipulate a CBCT
(Galileos) scan
・巾eatment pian the implant placement
and subsequent restoration using CBCT
and CEREC software
. Virtual piacement of a denta=mplant in
the GaIaxis software
. Design surgicaI guides that can be m川ed
from the merging of GaIaxis/Ga=ieos
fiIes a d CEREC files
. Place an implant in the Simuiation
Leaming Center into specia=y designed
models using digitaliy m川ed surgicaI
guides and keys
. Restore a single missingtooth in a
POSterior quadrant on a typodont
. Restore an implant supported
andibuiar complete dentu「e on a
typodont with two overlay denture
attachments
Th s cou「se w川enabie students to
transiate the sk紺s ieamed in the
simulation lab into ciinical expertise
needed as they transition to the clinic,
piacing impIants in the predoctoraI
treatment center.
′Drs, Nouh and Fleisher havedone an
amazingjob in the creation ofthis new
course that inco「porates digitaI dentistry
into the treatment pIanning, design, and
Placement of surgica=y guided impiants
during preclinicaI training,’’said Dean
」effrey W, Hutter, “both our predoctorai
students and their patients w帥greatly
benefit from this advanced training,l’
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」ose Abrahantes DMD 17
Recipient of Ame「ican Dental Association
Pre-Doctora案Dental Student Schoia「ship
」ose Abrahantes has seen first-hand the冊e changing effects
PrOPerdentai care can have on a person both physicaily and
emotiona=y' When he was young, his cousin lost his maxilIary
incisors in a bicycle accident, CauSing him pain and emotional
distress・ However, after excelient dentai care and repair of the
incisors, his cousin was iike a new person, “i witnessed how
treatment brought my cousin back from a sad and depressed
State,’’he said. ’‘Sincethat day l decided I would dothe same
for people when l grew up.’’
After graduating from FIorida International University
(FiU)′ Abrahantes had one dream schoo=n mind; the Henry
M" GoIdman Schooi of Dentai Medicine. The weIcoming
environment when he arrived in Boston made him feel at
home at GSDM・ Meeting the community, facuity, and other
Students′ Paired with GSDM-s educationai offerings reinforced
his decision. Abrahantes was particulariy enticed by the
Ciinicai exposure for students in their first yea「 and the focus
On SerVice leaming, “it was always mytop pick because of
theirgreat curricuium′ and i was very honored and happyto be
Chosen out of so many appIicants,’′
As a recipient of the American Dentai Association
Pre-DoctoraI Dental Student Schoiarship, Abrahantes is one
Of GSDM’s p「emier students" His exce=ence extends beyond
the ciassroom, aS he is currentiythe Secretaryofthe GSDM
Hispanic Student Dentai Association (HSDA) chapter. The
HSDA represents a minority student popuIation, but are
IargeIy invoived in community service projects, Since 2O15, the
group has offered Spanish language ciasses to current GSDM
Students and staff to heIp them better communicate with
Spanish-SPeaking patients,
Abrahantes is approaching his final semester of dentaI
SChooi, a feat that is no sm訓accomplishment∴’it has
been ajourneywith some ups and downs, but at the end
everything has been worth it,’’he said, Abrahantes was
Particuiariy thankfuI for his experience with Digital Dentistry,
an exciusivefeature of GSDM, aS Weil as his work in both the
APEX program′ and his 10-Week extemship rotation this past
SemeSter.
After graduation, Abrahantes hopes to practice Generai
Dentistry in a private practice he pians to open with his wife′
a DMD 3 at GSDM. They both beiieve in the practice ofgiving
back to the community by voIunteering in locai health centers
and in third-WOrld countries,
‘’丁he best part of beinga dentist is heiping peopIe. There is
nothing better than bringing a patient back to a healthy dental
State, and that brings me great joy,’′
??????」???
FoIIowing in her father’s footsteps was never the plan for Erin
Hersey DMD 17. The Londonderry, New Hampshire native aIways
knew she wanted to work in the medicai fieid, but it wouidn′t be
dentistry・ Dr" Donaid Hersey, Erin’s father, CO-OWnS the practice
Ahem, Nichois, Ahern, Hersey, & Butterfieid Family Dentistry in
Derry, New Hampshire, He never pressured his daughter to join
the fam時business′ but her intemships in his office duringcoiiege
Changed her mind.
’′=oved the family dentistry atmosphere, Ybu get to know your
Patients and theirfam帖es weil′ and you are invoIved in訓aspects
Of treatment, That was rea=y appealing to me.’’
Erin attended Fio「ida Atiantic University (FAU) on a Division
i swimmingscholarship, She made the Sun Beit Conference
Commissioner’s List and FAU Dean-s List every semester, Which
honors those with a 3"5 GPA or higher whiie also competing in an
NCAA sport" She graduated with a degree in Bioiogicai Sciences.
Whiie interviewing at various dentai schooIs searching for the
rightfit, Erin knew early on it was GSDM that would be her home.
〃=ove thefam=y atmosphere here. it is such a community, nOt
to mention one ofthe best schooIs in the country:’She is most
thankfuI for attending GSDM duringsuch an evoivingtime in
dentistry, and credits the use of digitai dentistry and CEREC as a
big proponent of her preparedness as a dentist,
In hertime at GSDM, Erin has been highiy successful and highly
invoIved in and out ofthe ciassroom, She was chosen forthe first
Grand Rounds Presentation in the fail of2016, PreSentingon her
treatmen  plan during her lO-Week Extemship rotation at Dimock
Community HeaIth Center in Roxbury, Massachusetts. She is the
Chairofthe BU ASDA HeaIth and WeiIness Committee, and is a
member of the FIossorapters, a CO-ed intramurai volieybaii team
Of DMD 17 students. She has aiso become Invisaiign certified, a
unique opportunity for GSDM predoctoraI students. Lastiy′ Since
Er wa so advanced in her studies, She has aiso started taking
business classes and learning Spanish to be more prepared for her
future in the dentai industry,
This」anuary, Er  w用b traveiingwith GSDM peers and
alumni on one of the elective intemationai externships to Panama.
She is excited to have the opportunity to provide dentistry to a
POPuiation in need while aIso expioring another part of the worId,
and hopefuiiy put her new Spanish language sk紺stogood use.
After Commencemen  in May 20「7, Erin w川begin working
in h rfather’s dental pra tice in New Hampshire, Whiie itwas
neverthe pian′ it appea s asthough it may have been a stroke
Offate" ’‘I definiteiy Iook upto my Dad as a roie modei, Not oniy
is he an amazingdentist, but he is aIso a respected member
Of the grea er commun ty:’She continued, ’‘for as Iong as I can
remember he has aiways been invoived with out「each programs
for underserved popuiations and youth programs. =ove that he-s
been abieto show me the deiicate baiance of beinga successfui
doctor, busin  owner and pa「ent′ Who st川finds time to give
backtothe ommu ity, and i hopeto find the same baiance in
the future.’′
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DEAN冒S ADVISORY BOARD NEWS
離職鵠藍押ber of
Dr. Davidしustbader Chair of the Dean’s
Advisory Board is pIeased to welcome
Geoff Ligibel as the newest member ofthe
Dean’s Advisory Board.
Mr. Ligibe=s the Chief Executive Officer
Of GentIe Dental of New England, the
largest mult主specialty group practice
in New EngIand, With over 35 locations
throughout the region. 1t was co-founded
by Dr. Ron Weissman PROS 77 who
SerVed as the CEO prio「 to Mr. Ligibeし
Gentle DentaI currentIy empIoys 40 BU
aIumni, and has recruited over 20O BU
trained-dentists since its opening. The
Gentle Dental and GSDM reIationship is
One Valued by both sides, and Mr. Ligibei
is eager to continue this partnership・
′′BU is one of the comerstones of our
Organization′ and we plan to build on that
going forward.’’
Priorto being named CEO, Mr. LigibeI
served as the Chief Financial Officer and
Chief DeveI pment Officer of GentIe
DentaI. He has also heId leadership
POSitions at Ho両han Lokey in their
Healthcare Group, Where he served as
Director. Throughout his career he has
been extensiveIy invoIved with a range
Of hea thcare providers, including dental
groups, Physician groups, aS WelI as
hospitals. He earned his B.S. in Accounting
from The Ohio State University.
‘′l, along with the entire GSDM
COmmunity, am Pleased to welcome Mr.
Ligibei to the Dean′s Advisory Board,’’
Said Dea  」effrey W. Hutte仁his
extensive experience in the business side
Of h  heaIthcare industry w冊prove
highIy beneficial for both our school and
our st dents:’
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Dr。 Robertしouis lbsen, Dean’s
Advisory Board Member, Passe§
Away at 84
It is with great sadness that we announce
that longstanding GSDM Dean’s Advisory
Boa「d Member D「. Robert Louis lbsen
PaSSed awayon May14, 2016, at his home
SurrOunded by loved ones. Dr. 1bsen was
a generous and committed supporter
Of GSDM and a thoroughly engaged
VOlunteer for more than 30 years. He
Se「Ved on the GSDM Dean’s Advisory
Board under Dean 」eff「ey W. Hutter and
also held the titIe of C=nicaI Lecturer in
the Department of Operative Dentistry,
which later became the Department of
Restorative Sciences & BiomateriaIs,
His impact on the fieId of dentistry was
immense, Creating both Rembrandt leeth
Whitening, aS We= as Lumineers,
Dr, Ibsen was raised in Los Angeies,
Ca冊omia, He graduated from Mount
Carmel High School and eamed his deg「ee
from Southern Ca冊omia Co=ege of
Optometry in 1953, D「. 1bsen received his
degree in dentistry in 1958.
In between becoming an optometrist
and becoming a dentist, he married his
high schooI sweetheart Marcia Ricks, With
whom he shared 62 wonderful years. After
SeVen yearS Of practicing with a cIose
friend, he decided to open his own dental
PraCtice, Where he continued to work unt=
his death.
D「. 1bsen wa one of the pioneers
Of cosmetic dentistry, leading projects
r sulting in more than 30 patents. He
served as CIinica=nstructor at USC′s
SchooI of Dentistry and Clinical Lecturer
in the Department of Operative Dentistry
at GSDM.
in 1974, he started Den Mat
Corpo「ation. Fifteen years, four moves,
and 600 mpIoyees iater DenMat became
home to Rembrandt ‾foothpaste, the first
ever whitening toothpaste. Rembrandt
WaS Pu Chased in 2OO4 by G川ette. He
the  shifted his focus from toothpaste
to minim訓y-invasive veneer placement,
launching the Lumineers brand. After a
long and successful run, the business was
SOld to a private equity group in 20O7,
’‘I know I speakforthe entire GSDM
COmmunitywhen l saythat Dr. 1bsen w紺
be sorely missed,′′ said Dean Hutter.
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New Denta音Caree「 Network
GET CONNEC丁ED!
Students may use BUDCN asa
job-board system customized for
their needs and an integral tooi for
Our GSDM career communication,
GSDM Ca「eer Resources in the Office
Of Student Affairs officially launched a
「evamped version of the Boston University
Dental Career Network (BUDCN) on
Monday, May 2′ 2016. The BUDCN is an
O両ne tooI for GSDM students, reSidents,
and aIumni to connect with empIoyers
and search for professionaI positions in
dentistry.
AII GSDM students and residents are
automatica=y registered into the Dental
Career Network, to Create their profiIe,
they simply need to iog in usingthe link
f「om the ’’Welcome’’ema旧hey received
from Career Resources when the site went
Alumni can sign up asjob seekers
Or emPioye s for BUCDN to share
job opportunities with current
GSDM stude ts and residents as an
empioyer but also review availabie job
OPenings as a potentiaI job seeker,
ive on Monday, May 2, 2016. Once their
PrOfi e has been created, Students and
reside ts can earch for jobs reiated to
general dentistry and other various dental
SP CiaIties. No jobs for dental hygienists
Or dental assistants w川be posted,
Students can a看so upIoad their resume at
any time f r Career Resources feedback;
access Career Resources guides; and find
Out abou  upcoming Career Resources
WOrkshops.
T  evamped BUDCN is an update on
the previous BUDCN, Which had been in
Place at GSDM for more than 25 years.
lmportantly, the ew version inciudes a
Questions?
Contact Tina Finnegan′
Career Resources Manager
gsdmcr@bu.edu
617-638-4720
Empioyers can register to
POSt Dentist/Dentai
Associate as weIi as specialist
POSitions and review
appl c nt submissions。
mobile application that has all the features
that ar  availabIe on the webpage for
Students, This new mobile appiication
Wili a=ow students to more easily search
forjobs and enjoy a= of BUDCN’s other
functions.
1b use the new BUDCN app, Students
first need to download an app cailed
’’Careers by Sim坤city.’’(丁he app features
a b own briefcase and an orange ba=oon),
Once the app has downloaded, Students
Shouid search for ’’Boston University -
SchooI of D ntal Medicine,’’and use their
BUDCN iog in credentials.
Access the Boston University DentaI Career Network:
https:/〃dentaI-bu-CSm.SymPlicity.com/
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Class Gift
GSDM is Number-One Class Gift Program at
Boston University
GSDM has setthe model at Boston University in bu柑ng a culture
Of philanthropyand engagement with our students; it has had the
highest participation rate in class gifts among the 16 schooIs at the
University for the last three years,
On the veryfirst day of student orientation, the GSDM Aiumni
Association ieadership and the GSDM Office of Deveiopment
&Aiumni ReIations staff persona=y weicomed new DMD and
AS DMD students. A short presentation was inciuded during
Orientation, and the GSDM AIumni Association sponsored severai
events during the week,丁he Alumni Association President and
Other board members, aIong with the Office of Deveiopment &
Aiumni Relations staff, met eVery neW Student at the six Dean′s
receptions at the Hutter residence. These newest GSDM “aiumni
in training’’were aiso personaiIywelcomed by Dean and Mrs,
Hutter and bythe end ofthefirstweek, theyfeit part ofthe
GSDM fam時What is unique about our mode=sthat it inciudes
aiumni from the very first day.
During the school year the AIumni Association ieadership
and the Office of DeveIopment and Alumni Relations worked
Ciosely with the Office of Student Affairs. They met reguiarIy
With students, hosted events, marked academic miiestones, gaVe
away GSDM hats, SChooi mugs, and popular GSDM t-Shirts, and
Were there to ceIebrate their graduation and weicome them into
the AIumni Association. The Aiumni Association and the GSDM
Amuai Fund supports travel for the intemationai extemships, aS
Weil as funds the senior yearbook given to each graduate at the
Senior Awards Brunch, Each year for the ciass gift, faculty and
Alumni Board members match gifts from the graduating ciass
PerSOnaiiy encouraging students to participate.
丁his supportive four-year reiationship between the students
and the Aiumni Association is one reason whythe GSDM CIass
Gift Program has been so successful, and sets the record at
Boston University, Graduating students understand the impact
OfaIumni givingand invoivement, and are now readyto stay
engaged as young aIumn主
2016 Class Gift: Participation by SchooI & College
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Giving Day
GSDM Ranks Nea「 the lbp in BU’s Third Amual
Giving Day Results
On Aprii 6, 2016, GSDM par icipated in Boston University’s third
am aI Givi g Day. Giving Day is a one-dayfundraising drive that
aims t generate as many donors as possibietogiveto Boston
University in a single 24-hour period,丁he focus is not on large
CamPaign gifts but is rather on participation and the number
Of donors′ aS Weii as encouragingeach schooi to promotetheir
COmmunitythrough soci l media. At GSDM, this was a chance for
facuIty and staff to get invoIved along with alumni and students,
Out ofthe16 chooIs atthe University, GSDM piaced fourth
OVera旧n the number of
donors outperform ng larger
SChooIs such as LAW, ENG,
and MED, GSDM raised
approximat ly $60,000 from
324donors n one day. This
year’s Giving Day was the
most successfui ever, raising
OVer $「.5 m冊on in totaI
across the Univer ity from
OVer 「「,000 donors,
GSDM Aれnual Fund Supports a Record
43 1 ternat onal Extemship軸ps
Contributionsto the GSDM Amuai Fund heIp support dentai
education and GSDM students in many ways. However, One Of
th  most transform ional experiences a student can have′ aS a
DMD or n AS DMD, is on an eIective internationaI extemship.
Each year, mOniesfrom the GSDM Amuai Fund heip fund travel
fo  these xtemships, PrOViding students with an oppo「tunity to
make a positive impact on the oraI heaIth ofthegiobai community
and to e rich and diversify their dentai education. Extemship
Iocations included remote areas in Mexico, Honduras′ GuatemaIa,
CoIombia, Nicaragua, and Panama.
丁hough the stu ents described days invoiving sacrifice-
ChaIIenging working conditions, iong hours, and being faced with
difficult treatment choices-the most common description of the
????ー?」??
trips was ‘′rewarding.’′ One recent student participant said, ’’going
On a mission t「ip was one ofthe most rewarding experiences of
mytime in dentai schooi. i wouId advise any studenttogo on one
and to not be hesitant due to thetime away from schooI and the
uncertainty of going to another country. Ali of that is insignificant
COmPared to the unforgettable experience you w川have,丁he
experience changed me as a person and shaped me as a dentai
PrOVider.’’
GSDM Eれdodontic Alumni Raise $52,000 fo「 Sirona XG
3D CBCT lmaging Machine for Clinic
A totai of 6O endodontic aiumni donated approximateiy $52,OOO
to fund the purchase ofa Si「ona OR丁HOPHOS XG 3D CBC丁
imaging machine for the Endodontic巾eatment Center. WhiIe the
Current 3D imaging machines at GSDM are top tier, eSPeCiaIIy
after the historic transition to seamless digitai dentistry, the
ORTHOPHOS XG 3D CBC丁machine can p「oduce a resoiution
upto lOO um with a field ofview of 5 by 5,5 centimeters whiie
aIso reducing the radiation dose per scan required; PrOPerties
beneficiaI for endodontic imaging,
′‘We want to train the next generation of endodontists for
their future practice, With the ievei of resoIution and detaiI
Obtained from smaiier areas of thejaw aiongside a Metai
Artifact Reduction Software (MARS), the ORTHOPHOS XG 3D
is precisely ta=ored to the demands of the Endodontic practice,’’
Said Dr, Sami ChogIe, Associate Professor in the Department of
Endodontics and Director of the Advanced Specialty Education
Program in Endodontics.
Fundraising efforts were ied by Dr. Peter Morgan ENDO 75 and
Dr, 」ohn West ENDO 75, Who recognized the importance of the
new Sirona machine and the benefit it wouid have on trainingthe
GSDM residents,
Dr. Uday Reebye Pledges $100,000 to GSDM Campaign
Dr. Uday Reebye DMD 98, GSDM Dean’s Advisory Board
Member, has piedged $100,OOO tothe GSDM Campaign in
SuPPOrt Of efforts for a new ciinicai fac冊y.
After receiving a DMD from GSDM in 1998, Dr. Reebyewent
On tO COmPiete a medicai degree at the University of North
Caroiina at Chape冊iIi. His
Surgic i training inciudes
n OraI & Max川ofaciai
Surgery inte ship at Boston
Medicai Center, Ge era
Surgery巾aining at the
University of North CaroIina
atChapei H町and an Ora!
& Max用ofaciaI Surge「y
Residency at Long lsiand
」ewish Medicai Cente「,
Dr. Reebye has
an extensive and
COmPrehensive Iist
Of appointments
and memberships in
PrOfessional organizations. He is an attending surgeon at Durham
Regiona冊ospita上an adjunct cIinicaI facuity member at the
University of North Carolina at Chape川ilI SchooI of Dentistry,
and a member of the American Medicai Association, the
American DentaI Association, the American Association of Orai
& Max用ofaciaI Surgeons, and the IntemationaI Association of
OraI & Max用ofaciai Surgeons,
Dr, Reebye understands and embraces the importance of
COntinuing education courses in the dentaI profession, and
is a frequent iecturer and speciaIist on CBC丁-guided impiant
dentistry, He and his staff at ltiangie implant Center aiso sponsor
a series of continuing education courses. He has also authored
numerous publications pertaining to his ciinica=nterests,
Which inciude CBC丁-guided impiant surgery and distraction
SteOgeneSis.
GSDM Campaign Results andしooking to the Future
Fi cal year 2016 (FY16) resuIts brought the GSDM Campaign
totai to $「6 m冊on raised out of $25 m冊on, 65 percent ofthe
CamPaign goaI. ln FY16, CaSh and new pledgestotaled $1.2
m冊on.
One ofthe major Iegacies ofthe GSDM campaign sofar has
been the c「eation ofa g「aduate schoiarship, in honorofthe iate
Associate Professor and CiinicaI Director in the Department of
Period toIogy, Dr. Oreste Zami GSDM 74. This schoIarship w川
be awarded to a resident in the Advanced Specialty Program in
Periodo tics, ln addi on to new clinicai space, SChoiarships are
a pri ity of th  campaign, and Dr. Zami’s remarkable $3 m帖on
bequest iast year is a testament to his 4O-year af帥ation with the
sch○○i.
GSDM continued to work with the University on pianning for
a new ciinicaI f cility. We expectto be in touch with ouraiumni
about p ans to iaunch a fundraising campaign around specific new
SPaCeS Within a new clinicai fac冊y in the very near future. We
iook forward to working cioseiy with aiumni and supporters to
heip bu冊this most i portant and iasting legacy of the campaign.
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DONOR RO」L FY 2016
Boston University Henry M. GoIdman SchooI of Dental Medicine
recognizes and thanks the fo=owing donors who contributed to the
SChooi between 」uiy「, 20「5 and 」une 3O, 2016,
$50,000-$99,999
Boston University OraI
Surgery Group
$10,000一$24,999
Drs. Hussam M. Batal and
Arghavan Shahidi |
Dr. Radhika Chigurupati |
Dr. and Mrs. Richard D′Innocenzo ○ ○
Dr. Raymond George O
Dr. Katherine A. HaItom
Dr. 」udith A. 」ones喜
Drs, Burton Langer and
Laureen S. Langer
Dr. and Mrs. David P. Lustbader看
Dr. and Mrs. Pushkar Mehra |
Dr. Ernesto M. Mu=er営O
Dr. FrankG. Oppenheim ○ ○
Dr. Timothy M. Osbom "
Dr. and Mrs, Uday N. Reebye O
Dr. Mina Paul and Mr. AjaySaini漢書
Dr. Andrew Salama
$5,000一$9,999
BU Prosthodontics Asian
AIumni CIub○ ○
Dr. Christopher Clancy漢
Dr. Timothy Si Colton看
Drs, Shadi Daher and MiIag「os Serrano
Dr. and Mrs. 」asjit S. Gi= ■
Dr, and Mrs, 」ohn F. Guarente 〇 〇 〇
Dr. Hikmat G. Hannawi 〇〇 〇
Dr. and Mrs. DanieI C. 」eong|
Drs. SuneeI C. Kandru and
Santhi KiIaru
Dr. CataIdoW, Leone | ○○
Dr. Bing Liu "
Dr. Yousri Z. Said -rawfik ■ | ■
Dr. RonaId G. Weissman 〇〇 〇
$2,500-$4,999
Dr. Chandan Advani
B.∪. Orthodontic Aiumni Assoc. |
Dr. AIan Berko ■臆
Dr. Nazila Bidabadi and
Mr. Aiireza Hakimi O獲
BU italian AIumni CIub "
Dr. and Mrs. 」oseph M,
Caiabrese看○ ○
Drs. Raui l. Garcia and
Linnea W. Garcia看○営O
Dr. Geri R. Hunter|喜
Dr. Sok-」a 」anket 〇 〇 〇
Dr, and Mrs.‾farun 」hamb "獲"
Dr. Puneet Kochhar
Dr. Ceieste Kong Maness and
Mr. W冊am L. Maness ○○
Dr. Maria A. Kukuruzinska ○ ○ ■
Dr. iman S. Labib ○ ○
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Mr. Timothy W, McDonough | O
Drs, Gigi Meinecke and
Dougias L Meinecke
Dr. and Mrs. Richard P. Mungo漢
Dr. Gary A. Nord
Drs. Sepideh F. Novid and
Aria鴫vana漢
Drs. Casey V. Pedro and 」amiiy F. Pedro
Dr. Loubna C. Pla and Mr. PhiIip P. Pla "
Dr. Sean A. Rayment
Dr. Stephen 」. Reichheid and
Ms. Deborah Deberadinis-ReichfeId ■
Drs, Angeia V, Ross and
Scott M. Ross看
Dr. Mitche= V. Sabbagh |
Drs. Ronni A. Schne= and
Richard A. Short鵜O
Dr. Shervin Tabeshfar and
Ms. Marieh Vak掴
Dr, Alfredo E,丁endIer獲
Dr, Tina M. VaIades and
Mr. RaIph D, TuIIberg ■
Dr. Naveen Verma
Drs. Hideo Yamamoto and
Satomi S. ¥famamoto ○ ○漢
$1′000-$2,499
Dr. Edgar AIb看
Drs. Craig M. A=en and
NicoIe 」. Paquette ○ ○
Dr. Anthony V. Amato ○ ○
Dr. Nasrin S, Azimzadeh |
Drs. Monique Mabry and
」onathan S. Bamel |
Dr. 」hujhar S. Bhambra O
Dr. Howard Bittner看看
Dr. Donald F. Booth |漢
Dr. and Mrs, 」ohn F. Bowiey漢
Drs. Louis M, Brown and
Debbie FriedIander 〇 〇 〇
Dr. and Mrs. 」oseph P. Carriero看
Dr. PioS.ChuaO
Dr, and Mrs. 」oseph Cirieco看
Dr, and Mrs. Thomas 」. DeMarco看
Dr, Stephen M. Desrosiers S
Dr. Serge N, Dibart| ○ ○
Dr, Kenneth B. Drizen鵜○■看
Dr. and Mrs. LarryG. Dunham | ○○
Dr. Winston M. Eaddy |O
Dr. Theodore F. EngeI音S
Dr. Margaret R. Errante and
Mr. Mark D. Crotwell |鵜O
Dr. Fadi」. Farah |"
Dr. and Mrs. ThomasA. Fe両to O漢
Dr. Arthur Fertman "鵜書
Dr. and Mrs, RonaId M. Fried O漢O
Dr. Ghazwan F. Ghazi and
M . Suhair Hijazi | |
Mr. and Mrs, Geraid Goidman喜
Drs. Andre F. Hashem and
Christine Lo ○ ○
" President’s Society (AFLGS) Member
O Young AIumni Giving Society Member
O Facuity/Staff Member
O Parent
看丁hree-year Consecutive Giving
看Firsトtime Donor
" Deceased
Drs. MichaeI S. Hauser and
Barbara Hauser ○ ○
Dr. and Mrs, Antoine Gi Hraiz ○○
Dean 」effrey W. Hutter and
Mrs. Kathy Hutter O鵜
Dr. and Mrs. 」oseph A, lzzi鵜
Drs. `fanling」iangand鴫oXu | ○○音
Drs. Zachary U. Kano and
Rebecca Kano ○ ○喜
Dr. and Mrs. Thomas B. KiIgore〇〇〇
Dr.」ongYub Kim "
Dr, Wook-Dong Kim鵜
Drs. 」oan H. Kimba= and
Glenn P. Kimba= O
Drs. Lesiie A. W紺Kuo and
PauIC. Kuo寒○○
Dr. KemyA. Lam O
Dr. and Mrs. SungY. Lee|暮
Dr. Victor Leung
Dr. David E. Levin O|喜
Dr. and Mrs, Haroid 」. Levin ○○漢
Dr. and Mrs. CharlesT Loo||
Dr. Patricia Machalinski S |
Dr. and Mrs. PhiIip L. MaIoney看喜O
Dr. and Mrs. Robert」. M用er喜
Dr. Peter A. Morgan | "
Dr. MeIih Motro|"漢
Dr. Thomas Nasser and
Ms. 」eanette Mitzel |
Dr. Dan Nathanson看〇〇〇
Dr. 」ennifer L. Litton "
Dr. Anhphi T. Nguyen看
Dr. and Mrs, Peter C. Niarhos○ ○
Dr. and Mrs. David A. Olivo営
Dr. ChuトWan Park看S
Dr. Sanjay N. Patei |
Dr. and Mrs. 」oseph E. Pezza 〇〇〇
Dr. and Mrs. Emest F. Powers 〇〇〇
Dr. Albert Merr紺Price看○ ○
Dr.」eena M,」. Puthumana S
Dr. and Mrs, Steven E. Roberts看〇〇 〇
Dr. Richard A. Rosen ○○
Dr. and Mrs. Robert 」. Rosenberg営
Ms. Leila 」oy」. Rosenthai |○○
Dr. Robert P. Rubins |漢
Dr. and Mrs. David A. Russe=喜喜S
Dr, Douglas S. Sch冊haus漢書
Dr, and Mrs. David N. Schwartz O
Dr. Yuri Shamritsky ○ ○
Dr. ArnoId W, Spoozak |漢
Dr. Siri C. Steinie McnuIty and
Mr. 」ames McNuity |
Dr. DonaId R. “faddeo |
Dr, Ph紺p C. 1l.ackman and
Ms.」anineGropp〇〇〇
D「. and Mrs. Harry P. 1Jeon ||
Mr. SaIvador Valades |
Drs, Chu-」une Wang and
Yueh-Liang Yang獲S
Dr.」ohn D. West喜看
Dr. and Mrs. Donald C. Yu |O
Dr. CaroI K. Yun "
Dr, Athanasios l. Zavras O |
Drs. 」anet R. Peters and
」on than S, Zucker|○○
$与00一$999
Dr. Adeia Ago旧市rshi "
Dr. Eiizabeth G. Benz臆
Dr, and Mrs. Leonard Bernstein臆
Dr, and Mrs. Paui R. Bianchi喜
Dr. Eric W. Bludau and
Ms. L時A. Friedauer O
Mr. Alfonso Caiazzo看
Dr. Wendy R. Cheney and
Mr. Mack L. Cheney 〇〇 〇
Dr, and Mrs, Leonid Dumanis
Dr. Badrieh Edaiatpour
Dr. Gregory E帖s O
Dr. Barmack Emami ○ ○
Dr. and Mrs. Robert N. Eskow "
Dr. and Mrs. Aristides E. Exarchos O看
Dr. Stephen 」, FaIco "
Dr, PauI S. Farsai鵜S
Dr. and Mrs. Neai H. FieisherS
Dr. 」effrey Ganeles and
Ms. Lori B. Berman ■■
Ms. 」udith B. Gerhart暮
Dr, 」ack Z. Gilad
Dr. Thomas G紺en O
Dr. Russe= A. Giordano ○ ○
Dr. David A. Goidberg and
Ms. Sydney S. Resendez鵜
Drs. Sara L. GonzaIez-BIanco and
M nueI Garcia獲
Dr, and Mrs. Wi=iam M, Gordon○○
Drs. 」effrey Grossman and
SyIvia Apitz書
Dr. and Mrs. EarIe R. Halsband獲
Mr. Dougias D. Hauer ○ ○
Dr. Dean M. Hauseman |
Dr. RaIph D. Hawkins営
Dr. Dao B. Hoangand
Mr, Steve T Dinh看
Dr. and Mrs, Neil S. Hornung音
Dr. Lijuan Huang and Mr. Ybngjian Liu鵜
Dr. and Mrs. 」ohn R. Hughes ○○
Dr. Ramesh V. Kare漢O
Dr. and Mrs, Howard B. Kay漢
Drs. Ghassan A. Khoury and
Thenia Kazou | "
Dr. and Mrs. 」ames KiehI
Dr. Kiri= Klimashov
Dr. Raman Ko捕O
Dr. Wen-Cheng Kuo獲
Dr. VictorT Lee and
Captain Constance H. Lee S
Dr. RonaId W. Lippitt "
Drs. Hongsheng Liu and Min Zhu "
Drs. Madalyn L. Mann and
Robert C. Goidszer | "
Dr, and Mrs. Steven 」, Marce=o
Dr, Thamer Marghalani
Dr. Sarah Masterson喜S
Dr. and Mrs. FrankIin D. Niver漢
Dr. Ybung C. Park and Ms. 」inah SeoO
Dr. Adam C. Polivy音S
Dr, lerry 」. Rebizant |
Dr, and Mrs, Michael W, Roberts"
Mr. Don Rodman漢
Dr∴ranios M. Rubeiz and
Ms. Vera DaabouI |
Dr, Parviz Sadooghi鵜鵜S
Dr. Ramzi and Mrs. Sarkis○ ○
Dr. George 」. Sawan
Dr. and Mrs. 」oseph S. Sawan
Dr, and Mrs, Bruce H, Seidberg"
Dr. Cameron Shahbazian ○ ○
Dr. 」onathan M. Shinay漢音
Dr. Nata=e ShIosman and
Mr. FeIix Shiosman "
Dr. and Mrs. 」erome 」. SiegeI S
Dr. 」oseph B, Silberman鵜
Dr. and Mrs. Donald L. Simi
Dr. Douglas W. Stewart and
Ms. Betsy Disharoon S
Drs. 」erome H. Stroumza and Ratna 」ain
Dr. MengSu and Mr. Kevin LeiS
Dr. KirpaI Tbor菓鵜
Mr. 」oe ltabuisi鵜
Dr. and Mrs. ArieI E. 1tu理o
Dr. Nathan F. TLlriey看
Dr. 」uiie S. Vigneauit
Drs. Li Wang and Xiaozhe Han
Drs. Derrick B. Wong and
Cami E. Ferris-Wong暮
Dr. Eugenia Y Y Yang臆
Dr. Howard Mi Zoiot獲
$2与0-$499
Dr. Rache=e Abou-Ezzi菓
Dr. Rosario Aivarez S
Dr. 」ustin E. Aurbach
Dr. Evis Babo
Dr and Mrs. 」ohn B. Bassett鵜
Dr. and Mrs. Louis S. BeIinfante | S
Dr. Oriano S. Bemardi
Dr. MeIvin Boner
Dr. and Mrs, Daniei C. Braasch
Dr. and Mrs. David G. Burros ■
Dr. Robert P Campbell |
Drs. Peter K, Caviris and
Lucy Capobianco
Dr. Sandra Choo-Stevo and
Mr, Christopher Stevo
Dr. Neide M. Coutinho
Dr. SheIby」. Denman看
Mrs. Diane C. DevIin and
Mr.」ohn」. DevIin〇〇〇
Drs. 」ohn V. Dolbec and Maria T Hoyo
Dr. Christopher Douvi=e O
Dr. Kristi E. Erickson ■
Dr. 」ames W, Fisher■
Dr. Carmen Garcia and
Mr. Gary Abramson臆看喜O
Dr. and Mrs. Richard C. G冊s O
Dr. and Mrs. Robert H. Giiman |
Dr. Barry 」. Goidberg営
Dr. and Mrs, HaroId E. Goodis
Dr, and Mrs. Alvin S. Goodman
Dr. 」oseph H. Greiner漢
Dr. and M「s. C.S. GulrichO
Dr. Ph冊p W. Head |
Dr. Zhiqiang Huang |
Dr. Sheldon 」. 1tzkowitz○ ○
Drs. Kathryn D. 」endrasik-Savitsky and
lvan Savitsky
Dr and Mrs. David S. Kam|
Drs. Elizabeth A. Kaye and
Stephen M, Kaye O
Mr. and Mrs. Edmond Kerthi喜喜
Dr. Rohan S. Kirtane S
Dr. and Mrs. Roger R. Lacoste
Dr. Katherine Lacoste Surprenant
Dr. and Mrs. Frederick S. Landy営
Dr. Wenqi Li O
Dr. Amir H, Mehrabi
Dr. Marshail S. MichaeIian鵜
Dr. Andrew」. M川er音○○
Dr. Gregg L. Mond鵜
Dr. Robert Morrison
Dr. and Mrs. Mark E. Nehring
Dr. RonaId 」. OIeson喜
Dr, Heather Parsons
Dr, Christopher M. Pe=egrino喜看
Dr. Steven Penn獲
Dr. Kevin L. Peterson
Dr. and Mrs. George W. Pirie看
Dr. MichaeI P. Russo
Dr. 」os  A. Sapia
Dr. Robert G. SayIor|
Dr, and Mrs. Michael L, Shapiro |
Dr. 」eanne C. Sinkford獲
Dr. and Mrsi Robert Mi Stem
Dr. Mingfang Su and
Ms. XiaoYingZhao| ○○
Dr. and Mrs. Warren R. -fessler■
Dr. and Mrs. B. Harvey Wiener
Dr. Toby S. Wiison喜
Dr, Patricia Wu
Dr. 」ing-Feng Xie and Mr. Hong Mei
Dr. Yuan Yao
Dr, 」oy H. `fooS
$1-$249
Dr. and Mrs, George A. Abou-Ezzi漢0
Dr. lshita Agarwal |
Dr. Rajesh K. AgarwaI営
Dr. Mihika AhluwaIia |
Dr. Nagma G. S. AhIuwalia O
Drs. Mohammed M. Ahmed and
Farah T Khatoon ■
D「i 」oseph Akhikar O
Dri Mudher M. AI Mudhafar|
Dr. Ahmad Ai NajjarO
Dr. Noura Al-Ajmi O
Dr. Omar Al-Wakfi "
Dr. Lina Mi Albander漢
Dr. Sam AIborz営
Dr. Ghyath AlkhaIiI "
Dr. Ramy AIiam営
Dr. and Mrs, David A, A冊son
Dr. and Mrs. Myron AIiukian ○○
Ms. Charleen D. AIper"
Dr. W冊am A. Alvarez看
Dr, Wajiha Amer看
Dr. Alexandra Antonescu
Msi Divya Ri Anugu営
Dr. Rakshith Arakotaram Ravikumar
Dr. 」ose G. Arciniegas |
Dr. Steven H. Armbrust看
Dr. Nidhi Arora |
Dr. Fereidoon Attarzadeh and
Ms. Fi M. Moare
Dr. and Mrs. David Auerbach
Dr. Steven D, Baerg|
Drs. Mehd Baghaei-Rad and
Caro冊a Rodriguez-Rad漢
Dr. Rizwan R. Baig漢
Mr. and Mrs, ian Bain
Dr. Haranchai K. Bains漢
Mr. Vaibhav P Bajaj漢
Dri Christopher M. BaIaban看
Dr. Akanksha Baii
Dr. An e E. Bames and
Mr. CharIes Byrd |
Dr. Kelly Bames営
Dr. Anne-Marie Barussaud
Dr, Amrit S. Basi |
Mr. Mohamed S. Bayoumy ■
Dr.and Mrs,」ames D. Bel鵜
Mr, Michaei Benac O
Dr. Shivender S. Beniwal漢
Dr. Sheri Bemadett
Dr. Sanaa N. Bhimji漢
Dr. Thomas Bianchi |
Dr. CharIotte E. Bigg O
Ms. MeIissa A. Biondo O |
Dr. David Bitchatchi
Dr. OIumide Oi BoIarinwa看
Dr, Megan A. Bo=man "
Dr. Bumy L. Bookwaiter and
Mr. Harry 」, Bookwaiter
Ms. Marisa A. Borchardt獲
Dr. Belinda Borre=i S
Dr. NicoIas R. Branshaw S
Dr. Co=n R, Branton
Mr, And ew B. Brattain |
Dr. a d Mrs. Francis A, Harrington
Dr. and Mrs. Aian H, Bresalier|
Ms. Susan 」. Britt|
Dr. G. Matthew Brock"
Dr. DaIton P. Brooks寒
Dr. Lindsay Bruneau |
Mr. Andrew Burke|営
Dr. and Mrs. Robert E. Burr| |
Mr. Andrew ButlerO |
Mr. Matthew Pi Caceci O
Msi LesIie A. Caioia S看
Ms. Angeia Caiabrese
Mr. 」oseph M. CaIabrese|鵜
Mr. Thomas G, Caiabrese S
Dr. Maria A. Cancado "
Dr. MariIyn F. Canis看
Drs. Diego Capri and
Sherry M. Bloomfieid寒
Mr. Austin R, Carey|
Dr. Geoffrey Carignan
Dr. and Mrs, Dominic R. Caruso ■
Ms. Lisa A. Case○○
Dr. Moira Casey
Dr. Natalie Cassis ○ ○
Dr. CarIo Caste‖ucci
Drs. 」ohn C. Cataude=a and
Maureen L. Cataude=a O
Dr. 」orge R. Centurion
Dr. 」ieun Cha看
Ms. Margi K.Y Chan営
Dr. Pe=y Chang○ ○
Dr. nd Mrs. A. Barry Chapnick
Dr. 」ason 」. Chen
Dr. 」in-Hyung Cho漢
Dr. Mansi D. Chokshi漢
Dr. 」emy Chong
Drs」asmine Chopra and NikhiI Whig口
D . Me主Der Chou and
Mr. 」iampyng Lee O
Dr. and Mrs, Thomas L. Chou漢
Dr, and Mrs. Russei K. Christensen O
Dr. Eric N. B. Chu■
Dr, Stephen T Coppoia ■
Dr. 」ohn P. Coste=o萱
Dr. Robin R, Cox
Dr. Kayia M. Cuddy喜
Dr. Susan L. Cunningham |
Ms, Arie=e B. Curtis |
Dr, and Mrs. Ronaid M. Curtis
Dr, Sheiby A, Curtis営
Drs. AIfred DAuge and
Vaierie Vince=ette看1
Dr. Amir ArsaIan Dadkhah
Mrs. 1Tacy A. DaIbora
Dr. and Mrs, Richard M. Dannenbaum
Drs. Mohammad H. Dashti and
Roxana Hashemian ○ ○看
Dr. Yass Dastmaichi
Dr. Sarah H. Davis
Dr. and Mrsi Daniei P. DeCesare ■
Dr. Mehrdad Dehpanah "
Dr. Frank Dequattro
Dr. lndira Desai
Dr. 」oseph N, Deschene ■
Dr. and Mrs. Anuradha Deshmukh S
Dr, Marianne B. DeSouza and
Mr. Randa= D. DeSouza O
Dr. and Mrs. Mark Bi Desrosiers漢○○
Dr. Adrina DeVitre ■
Dr, Paramvir S. DhariwaI and
Ms. Anadi 」agian漢
Dr. David C. DiBenedetto "
Dr. Patricia K. Dirksmeier and
Mr. Paui A. Dirksmeier漢
Ms. LorIetta E. Dirtion獲O
Dr. Nuru=a Diyanat and
Ms. Shaida Karimi
Dr. Lynsey T Doan営
Dr. Aditi R. Doctor■
Mr. Dong Dong営
Mr. Gerard A. Dorato喜看
Mr. and Mrs. David Dougherty看漢
Ms. HeienA, DoyieS
Dr. Chunni Duan看
Dr. Dary=, Dudum |
Dr. and Mrs.」ames Hi Dyen■
Dr. TJ Dyer8
Dr. Deborah A. Edgerly
Dr. GIen A. Eisenhuth細
Dr. Lea EI Hachem看
Dr. Maria EI-Husseini
Dr, Richard W. EIggren菓
Dr. W冊am S, Emery
Dr. 」onathan C, Enright臆
Ms. GabrieIa C. Espinoza Gomez |
Dr. Mina M. Faiek
Dr. Assia F. Fain O
Dr. Christopher A. Fa=ago看
Dr. MichaeI G. Farag鵜
Dr, Cherae M, Farmer
Dr. Kevin P. Ferguson
Dr, MichaeI B. Ferguson and
Mr. Francis 」ohn Ailsman
Dr. Mark Si Ferriero ○ ○
Dr. Timothy M. Fine冊
Dr. and Mrs. Kenneth W. Fink
Dr. 」essica FinkieIsztein漢
Dr. 」o n 」. Fiore
Dr. Mark S. Fo=ckman漢
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Dr. Mehran Fotovatjah漢
Mr. EIie Y Fre帖ch看
Dr. Aian Friedman |
Dr. Gabriei A. Fuentes-Arroyo
Dr. and Mrs. Lawrence F. G訓agher
Drs. Dawn Gaiiucci and
Robert Ga=ucci漢書
Dr. David Garazi
Dr. Mario Gatti
Dri Keisey A. George ■
Dr. Setareh Ghafouri営
Mr. Vishal H. GoheI |
Dr. and Mrs, Gurkan Goktug漢
Mr. Scott R, Goidberg萱
Dr, Aivaro E. Gracia
Dr, and Mrs. Arthur 」. Greenspoon
Dr, and Mrs, Stephen H, Grossman ○ ○
Dr. Simran Grover ■漢
Dr. 」aswinder Guiati |
Mr. Abhishek Gupta
Dr. Neha Gupta暮
Ms. 1Tipti Gupta |
Dr, Narendra 」. Gutla Pa旧事
Drs. 」onathan M, Gutman and
Renee H, Gutman鵜
Dr. Doma M, HackIey
Dr. Sam」, Halabo音
Dr. Erik」. Harriman
Dr. Francis A. Harrington and
Ms. Aianna D. Bravman漢
Dr, and Mrs. Michae=, Hechtkopf
Dr. Micheiie Henshaw |鵜
Dr, Vince Hicks
Mr. Thomas Hobson看
Dr. and Mrs. 」ay T Hodge看
Dr. and Mrs. Gary S. Hoffman
Dr. Vincent P. Hohreiter看
Mr, Kevin G, HoIiand and
Dr, Michaei Mason ■喜
Dr. 」ohn P, Hoover, 」r. 1
Dr. Fred Hsu |
Dri Tun-Yi Hsu and
Mrs. Heidi H. Huang||
Dr. Xingxue Hu "
Dr, Hui Huangand Mrs. Fang Li○○
Dr. Misi Huang |
Dr. Zhan Huang
Ms.」amie」. D. Hubert漢
Dr. HeIga ldrizi S
Drs. MichaeI B, Imberman and
Esther imberman
Dr. Destinee lngrao
Ms,Adela S. lrias○○
Dr. Badri K, lsmaeeI看
Dr. KyIe S. lvey O
Dr. Randa= 」. lwasiuk
Dr. and Mrs GreggA. 」acob鵜
Ms. 」essika S. 」ahnsen |
Dr. Rohit 」ames
Ms. 1yler R. 」ames O
Mr, Ahmed 」awad寒
Dr. Rena 」huty
Dr, Suo 」i and Ms. Yongzhong Wang菓
Dr. C=fford L. 」ohnson音
Ms, Gyudede R. 」ohnson鵜萱
Dr. 」oyce C. 」ohnston-Neeser漢
Dr, Matthew V. 」ones |
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Dr, and Mrs. Razvan D. 」ordache |
Dr, and Mrs. Robert Wi 」ung
Dr, and Mrs. Brian M. Kabcene=鵜
M . 1brahim Kachouh
Dr. Poornima Kadagad "
Dr. Apama S. K訓akurchi |
Drs, Kumiko Kamachi and
Shiro Kamachi漢
Dr. Harith Fi KamiI |
Dr. Eieni Kanasi暮獲
Dr. Yung-Ming Kang and Dr. Linda Chen
Dr. and Mrs. Steven L Karpas看
Dr. Sanjay Kataria ■
Dr. and Mrs, DougIas 」. Katz
Dr. Laura B. Kaufman and
Mr. Howard Kaufman ○ ○
Dr. Robert M. Kaufmann
Dr. Waleerat KaweevisaitrakuI看看
Dr. Mohamed KayaIi and
Mrsi May Abdul-Kader
Dr. Li=ian Kaykha and Dr. VaI ltrmotto
Ms.巾isha Keane漢
Dr. Ana Keohane S |
Dr. Shraddha KewaIramani O
Dr. SaIman S, Khanani |
Dr, Mehrbod Kharazi |
Dr. Mira Y A, Khouzam|
Dr. Ryota Kikuchi ○ ○
Dr. Emma Kim
Dr.」aneC. Kim獲
Dr. 」ennifer Kim
Dr. Ame KIinghofer
Dr, Courtney S. Knapik看
Dr, and Mrs. David 」, Knight |
Dr. Anthony O, O. Kofoworoia-Kuti O
Ms. Pardis KoIeini |
Ms. Anna Komnatnaya看
Dr. lsrael Korobkin鵜
Dr, Fiavio Kattar
Dr, Prithviraj Krishnamoorthi |
Dr, Vijeta Krishnamoorthy O
D「.」ae H. Kwak営
Dr, Kennie Kwok|
Dr. Oh Kyu Kwon |
Dr. Won Ybung Kye看
Dr. Naomi Omi La看
Dr. Sandip Ladani S
Dr. Afsheen Lakhani S
Dr, Andrea Lam看
Dr. Neemi Lama Sherpa看
Dr. and Mrs. Chris 」, Lampert
Mr. AIejandro E. Lander ■
Dr. David S. LaneO
Dr. Amai Lattouf
Dr. Minh-Phuong M. Le
Dr. Bo Hyun Lee
Dr. 」aeseop Lee |
Dr. 」ina Lee獲
Dr. 」injoo Lee看
Dr. 」oseph Lee獲
Dr, Luri Lee
Mr. Yoon 」ae Lee獲
Dr, a d Mrs, Roderick W. Lewin漢
Mr, Bruce Lewis O鵜
Dr, Herlivi M. Linares
Dr. Guanghui Ling
Ms. Ajisa M. Liti O
Ms. Wendy S, LittIe |漢
Ms. Kathy M. Lituri and
Mr. St ve Bores漢書
Dr. Yanling Liu |
Dr, and Mrs. Weidon S. LIoyd■漢
Dr. Franklin G, Locke鵜
Mr, Zachary M. G. Loomer漢
Dr. Yuhe Lu
Dr. Howard 」. Ludington
Dr Andrea D. P. Lugo CoIiazos |
Drsi Maha Maaita and Fadi Al-BiIbeisi ■
Ms, Catherine C. MacIsaac S
Dr. Namratha Madapu
Dr. 」yoti Mahajan and
Mr. Ashish Mahajan
Ms. Lizzette A. Maisonet漢書
Dr. Shaima i. Majeed ■
Dr. Spaska L. MaIaric
Drs. Saman MaIkami and
Nooshin Majdzarringhaiam鵜
Dr. David P. MaIouf営
Ms. Erica M. Manczuk○○
Dr. Robert L MandeiI ■漢
Mr. Matthew D. Mara |
Dr. Nikta Marvdashti
Dr. and Mrs. E=iott D. Maser営O
Dr. 」ames E. MasIowski
Ms. Maureen H, Masters ○ ○
Dr, KeeIy Matheson
Dr. Michael Ai Mayr
Dr. AIyssa M. MazzoIi看
Dr. Marci C. Mazzuca
Dr. PauI N. McCarthy |
Dr. Robert M. McCarthy and
Ms. Lisa Liberatore
Dr. GaiI L. McCausIand and
Mr. Marsha= B, McCausiand ○ ○
Dr. Mary F. McC=ntock |
Dr. 」ennifer L McCormack喜
Ms. Robin N. Mcduffie ○○
Ms, LindsayC. McHugh鵜S
Ms, Barbara F. McKenna鵜"
Dr. and Mrs. l. Biake McKinIey
Ms, Stacey L, McNamee営喜
Dr. MichaeI E. McQueen ○ ○
Dri Anthony Mecham喜O
Dri Marian Fi Mege=y看
Dr. Aditya P. Mehta漢
Dri Siddhi D. Mehta "
Dr. and Mrsi Vivek S. Mehta
Dr. Christine M. Me=to and
Mr, MarkM. MeIito|
Dr. PhiIip R. MeInick
Dr. and Mrs. Seymour MeInick喜看
Dr. Aaron Z. Mertz |
Dr. and Mrs. Dmitry G. Merzon "
Dr. Mahnaz Messkoub喜
Dr, 」essica E. MetcaIfe
Dr. Giena Patricia M用an
Dr. Danny K. Mi=er l
Dr. ’faIia S. M紺er漢
Dr. and Mrs. Metodi Milushev | S
Dr. and Mrs. Sylvan S. Mintz■喜
Dr. Vrushali Ai Mirajkar看
Dr. Mayumi O. Miyamoto ○ ○
Dr. Gohar Mkrtchyan |
Dr. Mohammad E, Mobasherat鵜
Dr. and Mrs. 」ohn A, Mobilia菓
Mr. Ashkan Mobini |
Ms. Mahsa Moghaddam |
Dr. Patrick Moore寡
Dr. Christian Morasse鵜看
Dr. Lorenzo Mordini ■
Dr. Robert 」. Moreau
Dr. Vilia B, Mori and
Mr. DonaId F. Mori S
Dr. and Mrsi Stephen E. Morrow "
Dr. Mar a A, Moser
Dr. Amira Mottawea看
Mr. Mohammad Mourad "漢
Mr. Grant E. Murray獲
Dr. Sanford NadeIstein S
Dr. Gregg Nagel
Dr, Adba H. Najjar看
Dr. Nora Nakshabendi O
Dr. Zahra Nasresfahani |
Dr. Laura Nassif
Dr, Linda P. Neison and Mr. Barry Neison
Dr. and Mrs, W冊am H. Nesbitt "
Dri Betsy H, Newman and
Mr. Howard M. Heitner
Dr. 」ennifer A. Ng|
Dr. Hesham Nouh○ ○
Dr. Lindsey A. Nowland O
Dr, Stephanie M. Oberhaus喜看
Ms. 」uIia A. Oberweis and
Mr. GIenroy O. Bertie
Dr. 1feanyichukwu Okoye "
Dr. Rita N. Okugbaye ■
Dr. Peter N. Okwerekwu |
Mr. Thomas M. Oisen
Dr. Ammar H. Pabaney |
Drs, Debra H. Pan and NeIson Pan|看
Mr. 」ason L, Pan
Mr. 」effrey N, Pan
Dri SreenivasuIu PanguIuri
Mri and Mrs. Thomas D, PaoIo看
Dr. Sagar H. Parekh |
Dr. and Mrs. David W, Parent書
Dr. RomiI Pasrija O
Dr. Amitkumar P. Patei
Dr. CaroI A. PateI |
Dr. and Mrs. Ketankumar B. Patel
Drs. Khamir Mahesh PateI and
Setu S, Choksi
Dr. Niraj PateI音
Dr. Shivani A. PateI O
Dr.巾」isa Patil "
Mrs. Maxine B. Peck and
Mr, Howard P, Weiss ○ ○
Dr. T mothy W. Penberthy
Dr. Thomas A, Pepe |
Dr. L硝a a Perez |営
Dr. Keerthi C. Peri営
Dr. Michael M, Perl
Dr, Howard V. Peskin
Dr, Rima H. Pete「s and Mr. Larry Peters
Dr. Constance B, Ph冊ps
Dr. Roger A. Ph冊ps and
s. Robin M, Cushman-Ph冊ps O
Mr. Markendy Pierre ○○
Dr. RaIph P. Poiiack and
Ms.Ann D. HerrmannS
Dr. and Mrs. OIiver Pontius
Dr. Manisha S, Pradhan "
Dr. Howard L. Pranikoff
Dr. Miche=e C, Prieto |
Dr. W冊am Bailey Pruden, =I看
Dri Kermit M. Radke鵜
Dr. Anu Ri Rajasekaran and
Mr Raj Rajasekaran看
Dr. Najmeh Rashidfarokhi漢
Dr. Vincent 」. Raucci漢
Dr. Manik Razdan |
Dr. Ca輔n M. Reddy
Mr.」ohn F. Re川y鵜"
Dr. HiIary Si Reiter|
Mr. Roger Reizovic "
Dr. Darron R. Rishwain "
Dr. Danie=a C. Rizzo |
Dr, and Mrs, Eduardo E. Rodes
Dr. AraceIi Rosas Femandez ○ ○
Dr. and Mrs, Robert 」, Rosenkranz営
Ms. Bruna Rossi Hoffman看
Dr. and Mrs. 」an B. Rozen看
Dr. Frederick R, Rubin "
Dr. Megan M. Ryan鵜
Dr, Geetika Saini O
Dr. Shammi S. Saini |
Mr. Babar Saieem
Dri Arman Samad-Zadeh臆
Dri and Mrs. Andrew R. Samuei |
Dr. Eugene S. SandIer
Dr. Akram Sannaa "
Mr. Damy M. Sarkis |
Drsi Bhumi R. Savani and
KaushaI C. Desai
Drs. 」uan E, Saveiii and Rebeca E. Power
Dr. Domenic M. Savo Sardaro
Dr. and Mrs. Robert M. Schreibman
Dr. and Mrs. Steven 」. Schuster
Dr. and Mrs. 」ames A. Sciaretta鵜
Dr. and Mrs. R. D. SeIdin
Dr. Alexis A. SenhoIzi |
Dr. Nehar Serry漢
Dr. Lopa M, Shah営
Dr. Y=diz O.O, Shah獲
Dr. 」ayapriyaa Shanmugham漢O
Dr. Vineeta Sharma獲
Dr. Norbert 」. Shay "
Dr. Samira Y Sheikh ■
Dr. 」iangyun Sheng
Dr. and Mrs. Donald Bi Sherman
Dr. Zheng Shi
Dr. Wayne Shim O
Ms. Mary E. ShoIes and
Mr. Dennis」. Sholes漢S
Dr. Maryam Shomali暮
Dr. Ansana Shrestha獲
Dr. 1etyana Shreyer営
Dr, DamyT O, Shum
Ms. PameIa L, Simmons漢O
Dr. Nahid Sina and Mr. Hossein Oveisi
Dr. Ajaybir Singh O
Dr. Harvinder Singh |
Dr. Smriti Singh看
Dr. Pa=avi Sinha and Mr. Ajitesh Rai鵜
Dr. Michael L, Slesnick ■
Ms, Kendrick E. Smae旧e ○ ○
Dr. Casey 」, Smauder "
Dr. and Mrs. 」ohn P. Smith鵜
Mr. and Mrs, Richard A. Soden漢獲
Dr. Geraid A. Sohmer
Dr. 」ay A. Solnit
Dr. 」0nathan A, Soiomon O
Dr. Morton I. Sommer
Dr. Ybung Son
Dr. 」ennifer A. Soncini |
Dr. Yunbo Song
Dr. Neha Sood
Dr. 」anice E, Spada
Dr. Olga Spivak看
Dr. Soorya Srinivasan ■
Dr. 」acob Stein
Dr. Bryna W, Steinberg and
Mr. Scott L, Steinberg看
Dr. 」ames R. Stephens
Dr. and Mrs. Michael G. Stevens
Dr. Robert W. Stoddard
Dr. a d Mrs. 」ohn 」i Stropko
Dr. 」acyn D. Stuitz and
Mr. 」onathan D. A. Harris
Dr, Lindy L. Su漢
Dr, Meera Subramaniam ○ ○
Dr, Oren Sudai |
Dr. and Mrs. ArthurF. SunS■
Dr. Zhi Sun
Dr, Nisha Sundaragopal
Dr. Devaki Sundararajan | |
Dr. Prasudha Karteeka Sunkara漢
Dr. -facuhi S. ○facvorian
Dr. Archana -fadisena
Mr, 」ames M. -Talliefer ○ ○
Dr. Paui B. 「i]Ikov萱
Dr. Mi haei 」. ’fanenhaus
M . Faraz丁artibi "
Mr. lan C.1eng看
Dr. Sapana M,丁hakore看
Ms, Rebecca Thimothy漢
Drs. Satyanarayanan T Thirumalai and
Deepa Pomusamy漢
Dr. and Mrs. Edwin M. Thomas
Dr. and Mrs. Dewey 」. Tiberii
Dr. David Toksoy ■
Dr. Haoyu -fong
Drs. Lavanya -fortiker and
Shravan Kumar Renapurkar "
Dr. and Mrs. Bradford M. -fowne ○ ○
Dr. Kevin S. 1teger |
Dr. iIser Turky=maz獲
Dr. Cheryl L. U=man漢
Drs. Maria F. Vaientino and
Alessandro ‾fatone |
Dr. Brandon M, Vanasse O
Mr. Ryan M, Vaughn O
Dr. Venkata S. R. P, VeIagapudi
Dr. Therese Venedikian
Drs. Magno=a G. Venegas and
」ose Venegas |鵜漢
Dr, Linda Vidone |
Dr, and Mrs○○romT Vu看
Dr. Richa Wahi漢
Dr. Staniey Y Wang|
Mr. Evan R. Wardius鵜
Dr.and Mrs. ian D. WatsonO
Ms, Rosalie Weener営
Ms. CaroIyn 」, Wehier and
Mr. Adam H.Wagman鵜寒
Ms. Liping Wei "
Dr. Na Wei鵜
Dr. ira D. Weinberg〇〇〇
Dr. ShaunT White看
Drs. Lisa S. White-Paui and Barry S. Paul
Dr. Eiizabeth R. Whitney O
Dr. and Mrs. Sean T. WiiIcutts ■
Mrs,Anne F. WiiiiamsO|
Dr, ¥fale A, Winestock
Dr. and Mrs. Steven A. Woiman ○ ○
Dr. Angeia Wu |
Dr. 」iafang Xie and
Mr. Matthew S. Lemieux
Dr. ZheXuO
Ms, lndu B.Yadav漢
Dr. and Mrs, Richard H. Yamanaka看獲
Dr. Xiaoqing Yang
Dr. Xinhai Yang
Dr. Cynthia Yee "
Dr. Aidi Yin and Mr. 」ames Grogan臆
Dr. Amanda W. Yip O
Mr. Chi-ChengYu O
Dr. Syin-Ying Yu and Mr. 」eng-Shin Lee |
Mr, Andrew 」, Zaky O
Dr. Leila Zamani and Mr. Hossein Bayat
Dr. idin ZhaIehdoust Sani ■
Dr. Ping Zhang
Dri Li Zhong
Mr, lsaac P. Zisbiatt看
Dr. and Mrs. Matthew L. Zizmor|
Dr. Ira」. ZohnS
Dr. Matthew Zweig "
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Corporate Donors
Dentsply Sirona
Nobel Biocare
Advanced Dentaし「モchnoIogies lnc.
Bicon Denta=mplants
Biogen Foundation
BrasseIer USA
Creative DentaI Enterprises lnc.
Creative Denta=mages lnc,
DentaI Dreams
Dentistry ProfessionaI Corporation
GentIe Dental
Eastem Dentists lnsurance Company
EImwood Sports Center lnci
Endoco lnc.
Hu-Friedy Mfg. Co.
KaVo Ke「「
Midmark Corporation
Patterson Companies′ lnc.
Procter & GambIe Company
Rodman Ford Saies Inc.
SaIvin DentaI Specialties, Inc.
SD=nc.
Straumann U.S.A.
Varian MedicaI Systems, Inc.
Southem Arizona Endodontics, PC
lnstitutional Support
Aipha Omega Dental Fratemity
American Academy of Craniofaciai Pain
American Association of Endodontists Foundation
American Association of Orthodontists Foundation
American DentaI Association
DentaQuest Foundation
Massachusetts Dentai Society
Nationai Pancreas Foundation
Orai & Max用ofacial Surgery Foundation
The Schuster Fam巾y ltust
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丁he fo=owing donors contributed to the 2016 Ciass Gift,
Mina Abda=a
Ishita AgarwaI
Rajesh Agarwai
Nagma AhIuwaIia
Mihika AhluwaIia
Mohammed Ahmed
Mudher AI Mudhafar
Ahmad Ai Najjar
Lina Albander
Ramy A=am
W冊am AIvarez
Wajiha Amer
Steven Armbrust
Nidhi Arora
Rizwan Baig
Haranchai Bains
Vaibhav Bajaj
Christopher BaIaban
Akanksha BaIi
Amrit Basi
Mohamed Bayoumy
Shivender BeniwaI
Sanaa Bhimji
CharIotte Bigg
Oiumide Bolarinwa
Nicolas Branshaw
Andrew Brattain
」ieun Cha
Margi Chan
Mansi Chokshi
Setu Choksi
Nag Bum Chu
Stephen CoppoIa
」ohn Costeilo
KayIa Cu dy
Susan Cunningham
Arie=e Cu「tis
SheIby Curtis
」oseph Deschene
Aditi Doctor
Christopher FaIIago
Michaei Farag
」essica Finkielsztein
Laura FIynn
Kelsey George
」aswinder GuIati
Neha Gupta
Narendra GutIa Pa旧
Vincent Hohreiter
Zhan Huang
HeIga Idrizi
Badr=smaeeI
Kyie ivey
Ahmed 」awad
Poornima Kadagad
Harith Kamii
Kerry Kareta
Sa巾ay Kataria
Ana Keohane
Shraddha KewaIramani
SaIman Khanani
Mira Khouzam
」ane Kim
Courtney Knapik
Anthony KofoworoIa-Kuti
Anna Komnatnaya
Israei Korobkin
Vijeta Krishnamoorthy
」 e Kwak
Oh Kyu Kwon
Won Ybung Kye
Naomi Omi La
Sandip Ladani
Andrea Lam
Neemi Lama Sherpa
AIejandro Lander
David Lane
Minh-Phuong Le
」ina Lee
」両○○ 」ee
Luri Lee
Yoon 」ae Lee
Guanghui Ling
Zachary Loomer
Keng Lor
Yuhe Lu
Andrea Lugo Co=azos
Shaima Majeed
Matthew Mara
Michaei Mayr
Aiyssa Mazzoli
Paui McCarthy
Mary McCIintock
Marian Megeiiy
Aditya Mehta
Siddhi Mehta
Aaron Mertz
VrushaIi Mirajkar
Amira Mottawea
Nora Nakshabendi
Laura Nassif
」ennifer Ng
Lindsey Nowiand
Ifeanyichukwu Okoye
Peter Okwerekwu
Ammar Pabaney
Sagar Parekh
Romii Pasrija
CaroI Patel
Shivani PateI
「士Isa Pat=
Thomas Pepe
K erthi Peri
Manisha Pradhan
Miche=e Prieto
Vincent Raucci
Manik Razdan
Hiiary Reiter
FNU Richa Wahi
Danie=a Rizzo
Geetika Saini
Shammi Saini
Akram Sannaa
Nehar Serry
Lopa Shah
YiIdiz O Shah
Vineeta Sharma
letyana Shreyer
Harvinder Singh
Smriti Singh
Casey Smauder
」 na an SoIomon
Olga Spivak
Oren Sudai
Prasudha Karteeka
Sunkara
Faraz鴫rtibi
ian ‾時ng
Sa na Thakore
David foksoy
Lavanya Tbrtiker
Kevin ll.eger
iiser llJrkyilmaz
Brandon Vanasse
Ryan Vaughn
AngeIa Wu
Zhe Xu
Xiaoqing Yang
Amanda Yip
Ch主Cheng Yu
idin Zhaiehdoust Sani
Ping Zhang
Li Zhong
lsaac ZisbIatt
The Ca閏壷g理ro Boston University
The Henry M・ Goldmon SchooI of DentoI Medicine gmte坤ly recognizes /ndividuoIs who hove
given $7O,000 or more, Cumul。tivel男over the li佃of the Compoign佃y Boston university
$2,与00,000十
Oreste D. Zami PERIO 76 ∞
$与00,000 - $2,与00,0○○
Donald F. Booth ▲
$1oO,000 “ $499,999
Sudha S, Chinta ENDO O9 ▲
RobertL. 1bsen ▲ ∞
Suneel C. Kandru ENDO O7 ▲
」onathan B. Levine DMD 81 ▲
David P. Lustbader DMD 86 ▲
Emesto M. MullerPERIO 61 ▲
MinaPaui MPH97 ▲
Uday N, Reebye DMD98 ▲
RonaId G. Weissman PROS77 ▲
$与0。000 - $99,9○○
Hussam M, BataI DMD98OMFS O3
Radhika Chigurupati
Richard D’innocenzo
Raymond George ORTHO 66
」eyasri Gunarajasingam DMD 88
Katherine A. Haitom DMD 79 OMFS 82
」udith A. 」ones DScD OO
Burton Langer PERIO 66
Pushkar Mehra DMD 95 OMFS 99
Ramesh Narang OMFS 68 DSc 70
Timothy Osbom
Estate of Ruth B, Pearson
Andrew Saiama
$25,00o - $49,〇〇〇
Timothy S. CoIton
Shadi DaherDMD90 OMFS94 ▲
Ray English 」r. DMD 83
」ohn F. Guarente DMD 89
CeIeste Kong PROS 84 DMD 89
Nanarao Krothapa帖DMD O2 ENDO O9 and
Padmaja Krothapa帖PERIO lO DMD 15
CataIdo W, Leone
Richard P. Mungo PEDO 75
Frank G. Oppenheim DMD 84 PERiO 77
AngeIa V Ross DMD 84 ORTHO 86
Mitcheii V, Sabbagh DMD 87
Cheryl L. U=man ENDO 80
$10,Ooo " $24,999
Chandan Advani DMD O4 o
CraigM.A=en DMD95
Ph帖p S, Badaiamenti ORTHO 80
Monique Mabry BameI DMD 90 o
Naz=a Bidabadi DMD 87 o
AbduieIah Binmahfooz DMD 87
BU Endodontic AIumni Association
David G, Burros ENDO 93
」oseph M. Caiabrese DMD 91 AEGD 92
Loretta M. Casteiianos-Nunez DMD 91
Gennaro L. Cataido
Christopher DouvilIe ENDO OO
Christopher CIancy OMFS OI
Rau廿Garcia
Emestine A. GianeIiy
」asjit S. G川,DMD96OMFS OO
Anita Gohel and Raj GoheI
W冊am Gordon DMD 88 ORTHO 9O '
HikmatG, Hannawi DMD96 OMFS OO
Andre F. Hashem PROS90 DMD92and
Christine Lo PROS92 DMD 95
Dean M用er Hauseman ENDO 87
Raiph D. Hawkins ENDO 89 '
」ohn R. Hughes ENDO 83
」ustin Hughes ENDO 99
Geri R. Hunter ORTH 92
Dean and Mrs. 」effrey W, Hutter ▲
BU ltaIian Aiumni CIub
Sok-」a 」anket
丁homas B. Kilgore
Puneet Kochhar DMD O3 '
Maria A, Kukuruzinska
lman S. Labib DMD96 ENDO O「
BingLiuDSC99DMDO3o ▲
Dina Ahmed Macki DMD 99AEG OO PROS O6and
Grego「io P. Sena Buonaiuto PROS O5
Timothy W. McDonough ▲
Gigi Meinecke DMD 88.
Robert」. M用erDMD 84 PERIO 86 o
Peter A, Morgan ENDO 75
GaryA, NordDMDlO '
Sepideh E, Novid DMD O4AEGDO5 o
CaseyV. Pedro DMD O3 '
」amily F. Pedro DMD11.
Loubna C. Pla ENDO O8 o
Aibert M, Price PERiO 74
Sean A. Rayment DMD97 DSC OO o
Stephen 」, ReichheId ORTHO 89
Leiia 」, Rosenthal
David A. Russeil
Ybusri Z. Said ‾fawfik PERiO 76
FrankE. Schiano DMD O6AEGD O7ORTHO18
Romi A. Sche= DMD81 and Richard A. Short DMD 82
」ohn P. Smith ENDO97
Shervin -fabeshfar AEG 10 PROS 13 '
丁ina M" Valades DMD 84 and Raiph D, Tuliberg
Naveen Verma DMD O4 o
」ohn D. West ENDO 75 o
Hideo Yamamoto PROS 90 DMD 92
Donaid Yu ENDO 81 '
CaroI K.Yun DMD 87
∞　Deceased
▲ Dean’s Advisory Board
● Alumni Board
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Aiumni Boa「d
BingLiu DScD99 DMDO3
President
Chandan Advani DMD O4
Monique Mabry BameI DMD 90
訓zabeth Benz DMD l「
NaziIa Bidabadi CAS 82 DMD 87
W冊am Gordon DMD 88 OR丁HO 9O
Raiph Hawkins ENDO 89
Puneet Kochhar DMD O3
Gigi Meinecke DMD 88
Robert M紺er DMD 84 PERiO 86
Ga「yNord DMDIO
Sepideh Novid DMD O4AEGD O5
Casey Pedro DMD O3
」amiiy Pedro DMD l「
Loubna Chehab Pia ENDO O8
Sean Rayment DMD 97 DSC OO
Megan RyanGMSO6 DMDlO
Shervin ‾fabeshfar AEGD lO PROS 13
Naveen Verma DMD O4
」ohn West ENDO 75
DonaId Yu ENDO 81
Posf Presidents
Zhimon 」acobson PROS 80 PROS 81
DMD 86 (1992-1994)
B用WaIker ENDO 68 (1994-1997)
Romie A. Schneil DMD 8「 (1997-20OO)
」osephine PandoIfo CAS 74 DMD 79
PERiO 82 (2000-2003)
Maddy Apfel DMD 8O (2OO3-2OO6)
」oseph Calabrese DMD 91 AEGD 92
(2006-2008)
Shadi Daher DMD90OMFS94
(2008-2010)
丁ina Vaiades DMD 84 (2010-20「2)
Mitch Sabbagh DMD 87 (2012-20「4)
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Dean’s Advisory Board
David Paui Lustbader CAS 86 DMD 86
Chair of Dean’s Advisory Board
President Emeritus and Chief MedicaI Officer
Caritas Camey Hospitai
South Shore Oral Surgery Associates
Quincy, MA
MichaeI Augins
President, Sirona DentaI Systems, lnc,
CharIotte, NC
Donaid Booth DMD
Retired Professor and Chair,
Department of Oral & Max川ofacial Surgery
Associate Dean for Hospitai Affairs,
Boston University Henry M. Goidman
SchooI of Dental Medicine
Retired Chief, Department of Dentistry
Orai & Max用ofaciaI Surgery,
Boston Medicai Center
Rye, NH
Sudha Chinta ENDO O9
Endodontist, Danv川e Endodontics
DanviIie′ CA
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Endodontics,
University of the Pacific Arthur A. Dugoni
SchooI of DentaI Medicine
San Francisco, CA
Shadi Daher DMD 90 OMFS 94
Co-founder and P「esident,
MedicaI Missions for Ch=dren
Westwood, MA
Former President
Boston University AIumni CounciI
Suneei Kandru DDS ENDO O7
Endodontist, Fitchburg Community HeaIth
Connections & Dimock Street HeaIth Center
Adjunct C=nica=nstructor,
GeneraI Dentistry, GSDM
C帖ca=nstructor, PubIic HeaIth and
Community Service,
巾fts University SchooI of DentaI Medicine
」onathan B.しevine DMD 81
Founder & CEO, GLO Science
Founder 」onathan B. Levine & Associates
New Ybrk, NY
Geoffrey Ligibei
CEO
Gentie Dentai Partners
WaItham, MA
BingLui DScD99 DMD O3
GSDM Alumni Association President
Clinicai Associate Professor GSDM
Boston, MA
Madalyn ann MDP in Pu帥c HeaIth
Dentistry 76
Former D rector, Appiied ProfessionaI
Expe「ience (APEX) & Ext「amurai
Programs at GSDM
Miami, FL
Timothy McDonough
Executive Director of Finance & Operations
Boston University Henry M. Goidman
SchooI of Dental Medicine
Boston, MA
Emesto MuiIer PERiO 61
Chair of the Department of Periodontics
Centro de Especialidades Odontoi6gicas
Th mas OIsen
President and General Manager,
North America
Nobei Bioca「e
Yorba Linda′ CA
Mina Paui DMD MPH 97
Dentai Director, Greate「 Rosiindale Medicai
and Dentai Center
Fo mer Chair, Massachusetts Board of
R gistration in Dentist「y
Fo「mer President of the American
Association of Dental Boards
Boston, MA
U ay Reebye DMD 98
巾iangie lmplant Center
Ciinical Adjunct FacuIty, UNC ChapeI H川
Chapel H川, NC
」eanne C, Sinkford DDS PhD
Associate Ex cu ive Director
Center for Equity and Diversity,
American Dentai Education Association
(ADEA)
D n Emeritus,
Howard University Coliege of Dentistry
Washington, DC
Richard A. Soden′ Esq. LAW 7O
Partner Emeritus′ Goodwin′ Procter & Hoar LLP
Chairman, Supreme 」udiciai Court of
Massachusetts
Howa「d University CoIiege of Dentistry
Washington, DC
RonaId Weissman PROS 77
Prosthodontist & Co-Founder′
Gentle DentaI Associates
Waltham, MA
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The Last Word
We Are Fam時
RecentIy, i ceiebrated my 25th
yearworkingat GSDM. l am so
PrOud of the recent recognition
from Dean Hutterand the
DentaI Schooi receiving the
Henry M. Goidman Award
for Distinguished Service to
the GSDM community. When
i started, l had oneyoung
infant, and my position was
Administrative Assistant
for Dr, Herbert Sch=der,
Chair of the Department of
Endodontics. 1 knew nothing
about his intemationai renown
as one of the founding fathers
Ofthe fieid, nOrCOuId I predict
the chalienges and growth
OPPOrtunities this position
WOuId present aiong the way,
¥fet l not onIy survived, but fIourished, Over the years,
the schooI became a homefor me′ and the staff,
facuIty, and students became as much as a part of
myfam=yas myfourch冊ren. in fact, my Ch冊ren
grew up at the schooi and received dentai care from
the most compassionate and gifted dentists and
SPeCialists in the world. They don’t reaiize how iucky
they have been to betreated bythetop dentists in the
PrOfession,
AIong the way, i eamed a Master’s degree from
the University and became a career professiona上
I transitioned from working as an Administrative
Assistant to leading the AIumni Relations efforts.
丁his gave me the chance to work with the students
and residents who went on to marry each other have
families, and become incredibie exampies of the
GSDM mission.
The opportunity to work with alumni fuii-time was
thanks to another endodontist, Dean 」effrey W.
Hutter. He recognized that my affinity for our students
and aiumni couid help support his priority of engaging
Our GSDM alumni. Forthe pastten years, i have been
the Director of Alumni Relations and Amuai Giving
in the Office of DeveIopment & Aiumni ReIations,
estabiished by the Dean, Our office is fu=y staffed and
integrated into the very mission of the school.
This is an excitingtime in the history ofthe schooI,
and iike manyothers who have been here a longtime
- We are eagertO Share itwith a= ofyou. Even those
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long-iost ‘’cousins′’we haven′t heard from in years.
We’d ioveto haveyou visit the schooi and meet our
Current Students,丁hey are just as gifted and dedicated
as you were when you were here, and l knowyou’d
njoy comecting with them, We have recently
iaunche  a new Dentai Career Network- Which isfree
fo AIumni to post, What couid be betterthan an aIum
recruiting and mentoring a new graduate?
S m larto manyfam吊es who live in an ‘’oIder’’home,
GSDM is nowfaced with a major home project - an
expansion′enovation of our current building. This
is a chance for you to further your involvement with
the schooi, Or reCOmeCt if you’ve been missing for a
WhiIe. W ’d like everyone to be invoived, in whatever
Waythey can, aSWe bu冊supportforthis project, It is
truly a group effort! Six years ago, We Started a ciass
gift program here. Yes, Students are graduating with
Student debt and the months leading up to graduation
Can b highiy stressful, but, We knew that we wanted
to build a culture of phiianth「opyand giving back
- nOt OnIyto GSDM, butto theircommunities and
PrOfession. What better way than to start with their
SChooi? Last year GSDM had the highest giving
Participation amongany ofthe 16 schoois atthe
University!
The reason for this, i be=eve, is that students are
encouraged to make a gift in hono「 of a staff or facuity
member. So, in a very real way, itcomes down to
PeOPle, and fam時We have br冊ant minds here, and
now, We hav digitai technoiogy, in the next coupIe of
years, We hope to have a more modem ‘’home′’. But
the greatest strength has always been peopie. l am
truiy honor d to have had a= ofyou be myfam申yfor
the iast w nty-five years,
As everyone knows here, =ove seeing photos of you
and your fam帖es on Facebook′ and hearing about
your accompiishments, But i want everyone to see
them - eSPeCia=y the baby photos (i’m teased about
this in our office)! We’d ioveto sharethese with your
fei ow classmate  and GSDM famiiy in impressions.
PIease send me photos, and iet me hearfrom you!
Warmest regards,
田圃囲四国
Stac y McNamee,
Director of Aiumni R iations & Amuai Giving
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